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Preface

Looking back at my studies at the Eindhoven University of Technology two things spring to
mind. The fIrst thing is exciting and interesting matter to study. This is of course the reason for
continuing my education. The second thing that springs to mind, a very busy schedule, is however
more a side effect of doing the study and graduation project in part time.

The very busy schedule is however not something that I will miss once my studies have been
completed.

Family and friends often wondered why I chose to do the graduation project in part time at the
university, instead of doing an assignment full time at my job. Although there was a possibility to
combine a graduation project with my daily work at Philips research, I chose to look for a part time
assignment at the university. The reason for doing so is simple. The freedom of choice. Doing an
assignment at Philips research meant that the project had to be inline with the project I was in at the
time. The alternative of doing an assignment in my spare time seemed, and still does seem, more
appealing, since it means the ability to choose any subject and explore another interesting fIeld.

The subject of reconfIgurable systems and design automation is a subject that I fInd
interesting, but was unlikely to come into contact with within my current position at Philips research.
So even though a part time graduation project would mean sacrifIcing more weekends and evenings, it
was a very attractive thing to do, because it meant that I would be exposed to an unfamiliar fIeld.

Even though my family and friends did not always fully understand my motivation nor the
technical details I was talking about, they kept supporting me and for that I am thankful.

I would also like to thank Prof. dr. ir. R. H. J. M. Otten for allowing me to do a graduation
project in part time, since this is not commonly done. Further I would like to thank Dr. ir. L. Jozwiak
for wanting to be my supervisor during a part time graduation project, and for his valuable comments
during the work.

This work was performed in collaboration with IRISAJIFSIC, located in Rennes, France. I
would like to thank Prof. C. Wolinski from IRISAIIFSIC for his support and valuable feedback on the
fabric cell architecture and fabric-based systems in general.

The aim of the longer project, of which the graduation project is a part of, is to investigate a
fabric and identify what needs to be reconfIgured, how and when, given certain applications that need
to be realised, and to develop the corresponding design automation methods and tools for the fabric
based reconfIgurable systems. To investigate this, a system development platform and corresponding
prototype design automation tools were required, but not available. My fIrst task was thus to get a
platform up and running to which the fabric could be connected. My second task was to develop and
implement a fabric cell hardware generator method and corresponding prototype tool.

Since a platform based on Xilinx FPGAs was investigated, the Xilinx tool chain and FPGAs
were studied. lr. E. de Waegeneer, fIeld application engineer from Xilinx Benelux, helped me a lot by
explaining to me the ins and outs of the Xilinx FPGAs and the Xilinx design tools for what I am
grateful.
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Summary

Over the last decade (1997-2006) the behaviour of the typical consumer has changed. This
also caused changes in the corresponding consumer market. A new form of consumer has been
identified, the so called "digital" consumer.

The "digital" consumer is a consumer that places more emphasis on lifestyle, experiences, and
quality of life. This has changed the traditional market into a very dynamical market, which can be
characterised by a high demand for products that can, to a large extend, be individualised by the
consumer, are more specific and a decrease in the product life cycle.

Since the "digital" consumer market is growing more rapidly than the traditional consumer
market, products for the "digital" consumer market will become increasingly important.

Products for the "digital" consumer market can not be made in the same way as products
targeting the traditional consumer market. The requirements of being able to fme tune products to
individual needs and the short product life cycle, demand a different system approach than that
formerly used for traditional markets.

A promising solution for the above mentioned issues is the use of reconfigurable systems.
Such a reconfigurable system can be defmed as a system whose sub-systems and/or sub-system
configurations can be changed or modified after fabrication to (better) serve a certain purpose.

Several examples of such systems are described in literature. This report focuses on the fabric
based systems. A specific sort of reconfigurable system is a fabric-based system. For such a system, a
generic (virtual or physical) architecture, that represents a communication and processing infrastructure
(fabric) is pre-designed and then adequately instantiated for a particular application.

To shorten the design cycle of a fabric, the design process of a fabric cell is automated. The
functionality of the fabric cell is described in a hierarchical conditional dependency graph (HCDG),
resource constraints and scheduling information.

First a fabric cell generation method is determined based on the analysis of architectural
design issues, given a HCDG, resource constraints and scheduling information. The fabric cell
generation method results in relatively small fabric cell designs. The main reason for achieving this is
using serial register chains instead of parallel register sets to realise pipelining possibilities for the
fabric cell functionality.

Second the design process in transformed into an fabric cell generator tool. The structure of
the generator tool is based upon the general layout of a VHDL file. First the entity description is made
based on the input information, defining the external signals ofthe fabric sub cell. Secondly the internal
signals are determined for the cell, while realising pipelining functionality by means of serial register
chains. Finally all the processes in the VHDL description are generated, which include processes for
the data path and its controller.

From the description of this report and the experimental results, it can be concluded that an
adequate automatic generation for a fabric cell's hardware, described in the VHDL language, is possible
and achieved. A method for the automatic fabric cell hardware generation from a HCDG has been
developed, implemented and tested on several benchmark designs. The VHDL code that is generated
contains no syntax errors, and seems to be also semantically correct, what follows from all the reported
experiments.

The fabric cell generator as discussed in this thesis is by no means a finished commercial
product. It is a research tool. Moreover, it may need some extensions and changes to be able to cope
with another architectural need of computational processes or future implementations of resource types.
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As can be concluded, also from this report, automated design processes can result in high
quality products and significantly speed up the design time for new products. The "digital" consumer
demands grow and change quickly. In this context reconfigurable systems can play an important role.
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1 INTRODUCTION

More and faster. These two terms spring to mind when thinking about the human race.
According to the bible the human species started from a single man and a single woman. According to
evolution theory mankind evolved as a species, adapting to its environment in order to survive, and
eventually resulting in the human beings as we are today.

No matter what viewpoint is correct, it can not be denied that a hundred thousand years ago
there were less human specimens roaming the planet than there are today. The human species therefore
seems to have an instinctive behaviour that strives for more. Since there are more human specimens
today than thousands of years ago, the increase of our numbers has the potential to occur at a faster rate
as ever before.

The terms more and faster also seem to apply for individuals of the human race. Especially
when considering consumer behaviour over the last decade (1997-2006). In this period the digital
information and communication technology (lCT) products started to be commonly used, and the
average consumers started to place more emphasis on their lifestyle, experiences and quality of life.
The so called typical "digital" consumer appears during this time period. The "digital" consumer is a
consumer that demands fme tuning of products, to well fit his or her own needs. At the same time, life
time of products decreases drastically. The "digital" consumer is a consumer that requires ever more
products, more specific products, and the products are replaced faster then ever before.

This development poses a problem for the producer of products suited for the digital
consumer. On one hand the products must be developed in a shorter time span, and on the other hand
the products should be tailored to the individual needs. Moreover, the modem ICT products are to
communicate and network, what often requires adapting to multiple standards, coding schemes or
external conditions. Also the low power consumption and high performance issues are very important
for many mobile or wireless systems.

A promising solution for the above mentioned issues is the use of reconfigurable systems. The
reconfigurable system can be defmed as a system whose sub-systems and/or sub-system configurations
can be changed or modified after fabrication to (better) serve a certain purpose.

A reconfigurable system, like any other system, needs to be designed. Since the product life
time for the digital consumer market is short, it is important to automate the (parts of) design process.

A reconfigurable system that has been reported in literature is the so called fabric based
system. A specific sort ofreconfigurable system is a fabric-based system. For such a system, a generic
(virtual or physical) architecture, that represents a communication and processing infrastructure (fabric)
is pre-designed and then adequately instantiated for a particular application. In this system several
fabric cells communicate and work together, under control of a master processor, to accomplish a
certain task or function. A fabric cell can be considered to consist out of two main parts. The first part
takes care of the communication between the cell and the rest of the system and of the cell control. The
second part of the cell processes the data according to a specified functionality.

The main goal of the project being the subject of this thesis, was to automate the process
whereby a design specification of the functionality of the second part of a fabric cell as mentioned
above is turned into its reconfigurable hardware realisation. The second part of the fabric cell as
mentioned above will from this point onwards be called the fabric sub cell.

The generated reconfigurable hardware design of the fabric sub cell was required to be a low
level hardware description of the specified functionality. The language in which the realisation had to
be synthesised by the automated hardware synthesis process is VHDL (Very high speed integrated
circuit Hardware Description Language).

The input information that is used by the automated process consists out of three parts. The
first part is a special type of graph, the hierarchical conditional dependency graph (HCDG), that
represents the functionality that has to be realised. The second part of the input information states what
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resources can be used for the realisation. The third an final part of the input information is the
scheduling information, which indicates in what order the parts of the functionality have to be
accomplished. This scheduling information can be used to pipeline the operations.

The following chapters of this thesis describe the solution developed, implemented and
researched in the project and how this solution was realised. Chapter 2 introduces reconfigurable
systems. It starts of by looking at classical systems. Thereafter the trends in the consumer market and
semiconductor industry are discussed, and the need for reconfigurable systems is explained. Finally,
some defmitions of a reconfigurable system are discussed, and three examples found in literature of
reconfigurable systems related to fabric-based systems are discussed.

Chapter 3 also deals with a reconfigurable system, but the focus is completely on the fabric
based system. In this chapter, a more detailed view of such a system is given to provide a better
understanding of the system in which the generated fabric sub cell will be used.

Chapter 4 provides a brief overview of how a fabric-based system could be realised on the
Xtreme DSP kit, and this chapter provides references relevant for future work regarding the
construction of a fabric-based system on Xilinx field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

As already mentioned, the input information for the automated fabric sub cell consists out of a
special type of graph, resource constraints and scheduling information. Since the resource constraints
and the scheduling information are self explanatory, only the special type of graph needs some
explanation. Chapter 5 therefore briefly describes this special type of graph known as hierarchical
conditional dependency graph (HCDG).

In Chapter 6 the development of the fabric cell generation method is discussed. In particular,
an example set of input information is step after step turned into a VHDL file defining its
corresponding hardware. During this process, several architectural issues are discussed, and the related
choices for the particular types of implementation are made and discussed.

Chapter 7 describes the actual fabric cell generator that is made to automate the hardware
synthesis process of a fabric cell. During the discussion of the generator the same set of input
information, as used in chapter 6, is used to explain the generator.

In Chapter 8 several different sets of input information are used to further analyse and verify
the correct working of the generator. The examples used in this chapter are typical examples, from the
field of multi-media image and signal processing, of designs for which sub-cells must be made.

The fmal chapter, Chapter 9, summarises and concludes the work as described in the previous
chapters.

12



2 RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS

This chapter introduces reconfigurable systems. Before reconfigurable systems are discussed,
classical architectures will be discussed. The limitations of the classical architectures are one reason
that reconfigurable systems have attracted more and more attention. Another reason for the growing
interest in reconfigurable systems is the so called wave of Makimoto.

After discussing classical architectures and Makimoto's wave, reconfigurable systems are
introduced by first defming what characterises such a system, and by discussing the several design
parameters for a reconfigurable system.

This chapter ends with discussing a few examples of reconfigurable architectures related in
some ways to fabric-based systems that have been reported in literature. Firstly Garp will be discussed,
followed by PipeRench and finally the programmable active memories (PAM) will briefly be
discussed.

2.1 CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURES

The ENlAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator) was the world's first electronic
general purpose computer. Built during World War II for the computation of artillery firing tables, by J.
P. Eckert and J. Mauchly at the Moore School of the University of Pennsylvania. It was programmable
and could perform conditional jumps. Its programmability set it apart from the earlier calculators. The
data that the programs processed was entered by means of punch cards, and the program was
constructed by means of setting switches and by plugging cables.

John (Janos) Von Neumann was attracted to the ENIAC project in 1944, to improve upon the
way programs were entered, and look at storing programs as numbers. The ideas resulted in the stored
program computer called EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer).

The results of the work done by Eckert, Mauchly and Von Neumann, are often referred to by
only mentioning Von Neumann. Some literature (Hennessy, 1996) raises the question if this is correct.
For this reason this thesis mentions all three contributors.

The outcome of the work done by Von Neumann, Eckert and Mauchly is a basic architecture
for a computer (Tanenbaum, 1999), and a state machine (Kemper, 1984) that shows which states the
machine goes through (see Figure 2.1).

Memory

,

Arithmetic
and logic unit

Control unit

I Accumulator I

Jf"-.

/ ~
I

Input Output
I

Figure 2.1 Basic architecture of a computer (left) and its cycle (right).
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The basic architecture consists out of five parts. A unit for performing the calculations called
arithmetic and logic unit. A memory for storing data and program, and a control unit which controls the
arithmetic logic unit and transmissions of data between the memory and the arithmetic and logic unit.
The last two parts are an input and output device to exchange data between the arithmetic and logic unit
and the external world.

The architecture does not distinguish data in the memory from instructions. This means that
the program can be altered in the same way as the data. How to interpret the contents at a certain
memory location is done based on the state of the machine. The memory is organised as a linear array
of cells, without meaning indication. This means that the program determines how the memory
contents is interpreted. The memory does not contain information about data types such as floats, chars
and integers.

However revolutionary the architecture was when it was fust introduced, it does have certain
consequences. One of the consequences is a bottleneck, and the other consequence is the semantic gap.

Bottleneck
The connection between the memory and the arithmetic and logic unit is often referred to as the
bottleneck of the architecture. Besides data relevant for the arithmetic and logic unit, other
information is also going across this channel. For example addresses of the data to be retrieved
or written, and codes stating the operation that the arithmetic and logic unit has to perform. All
of this information passes through a single communication channel, which has a finite
bandwidth. The bandwidth limitation is caused by the type of signals being used in computers.
At this point in time computers are realised in an electronic domain which means that the
maximum speed of information transports can not surpass 3.108 mls. Note that in most printed
circuit boards copper is used for the connections between components, and in copper the speed
of the electromagnetic waves is roughly 2/3 of 3.108 mis, limiting the bandwidth even further.

Semantic gap
The semantic gap is a consequence of the architecture which is related to modem day high
abstraction level programming in languages such as C, c++ and Java. In high abstraction level
programming languages it is common practice to declare a variable by name. Consider for
instance the Java code snippet that defines some private class variables:

private String CodeFileName="";
private String ReportFileName="";
private String EntityName="";
private Vector EntitySignals=new VectorO;
private Vector InternalRegisters=new VectorO:
private Vector GuardOperationsList=new VectorO:
private int CountedResourcesD:
private int CountedOccurrences[];

II vhdl output file name
II report output file name
II entity name in vhdl output file
II list of entity signals
II list of internal registers
II list of all guard operations
II resource counts
II resource usage counts

In high abstraction level programming languages the memory consists out of a collection of
named variables, which bares little to no resemblance to the linear array of cells of the
architecture. This means that the strings of the above declaration are not necessarily located next
to each other. The same could be said regarding the vectors and the integers. In reality the
variables as declared in the high abstraction level programming language could be located in
different parts of the memory. Dynamic variables like the vector in Java could even be spread
out across several parts of the memory space since their size is not fixed after declaration.

Howard Aiken, who worked at Harvard University, was also building a computer in the same
time period as Eckert, Mauchly and Von Neumann. His fust computer that was based on vacuum tube
technology was the Mark-III. The difference with the machine architecture of Figure 2.1 is that the
Mark-III used separate memories for the instructions and the data. This type of architecture is often
referred to as the Harvard architecture.

The Harvard architecture provides a partial solution to the bottleneck of the architecture of
Figure 2.1. Note that the solution is partial only since the bandwidth limit still applies per connection to
a memory. However by using two memories the bandwidth is in theory twice that of a system using a
single memory.
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When using caches the Harvard architecture can also be used. By doing so the instructions and
data are stored in different caches. This is often done when central processing units use pipelining.
With pipelining it is practical if the unit that retrieves instructions and the unit that retrieves operands
can operate in parallel. When the Harvard architecture is used this can be realised. An example of a
processor that uses the Harvard architecture is the MC68030 of Motorola, which combines the
MC68020 central processing unit (CPU) and the MC68851 memory management unit (MMU).

The use of a Harvard architecture is by no means a guarantee that an optimal architecture is
realised. The suitability ofthe architecture is mainly determined by the application it is being used for.
By using a Harvard architecture the data is stored in a different memory than the instructions. Some
operations however require two operands. By having a single memory for the data one cannot fetch
both operands in parallel. This is why there are also processors that have a so called double Harvard
architecture, where there is a memory for the instructions, a second memory for one operand and a
third memory for the second operand. An example of this kind of processor is the REALdsp 16023
from Philips.

Besides the architecture of the computer system, the functionality of the arithmetic and logic
unit has also gone through some changes over time. Different views regarding the arithmetic and logic
unit exists, but the two most commonly known approaches are reduced instruction set computers
(RISC) and complex instruction set computers (CISC).

In literature ((GOOf, 1994), (Hennessy, 1996) and (Tanenbaum, 1999)) detailed descriptions of
each approach can be found. Since the matter of RISC or CISC is not a focal point of this thesis, the
subject will only be described briefly.

Since the fIrst computer was constructed, the trend was set to continuously increase its
complexity. Initially micro-code and assembly code was used to program the systems. Since this type
of programming is tedious and error prone, high abstraction level languages were developed. Besides
the semantic gap for the memory as described earlier, the use of high abstraction level languages also
induced a semantic gap for instructions.

One philosophy, regarding the instruction semantic gap, tries to close the gap by constructing
arithmetic and logic units that can perform the complex operations as used in high abstraction level
languages. To achieve this a complex instruction set is created, that contains many instructions. From
an implementation point of view the CISC computer is optimised to reduce the number of instructions
executed by having complex instructions.

2 3
x 1 X Xe = +X+-+-+ ....

2! 3!
(Equation 2.1)

A CISC based arithmetic and logic unit could for instance contain an instruction to compute eX
if used in a high abstraction level language.

The other philosophy, that seems to originate from 1975, questions the need for the increasing
complexity of the arithmetic and logic unit. In this philosophy the complexity of the instruction set of
the arithmetic and logic unit is reduced. In these so called RISC computers the goal is to reduce the
number of cycles per instruction, and at the same time keep the cycle time short.

On a RISC processor the eX instruction might not exist. Instead eX could be calculated as a
sequence of additions, multiplications and divisions as described by the Taylor expansion (Equation
2.1). The goal of designing a RISC processor is of course to have a shorter required time to complete
the sequence of additions, multiplications and divisions than it would cost the CISC processor to
execute the eX instruction.

To achieve this the RISC processors use the following principles:
• Simple instructions, typically one cycle per instruction.
• Short cycle time, requiring a simple datapath .
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• Data instructions should be from register to register, resulting in short operand
fetches.

• Have a large number of registers to increase the temporal locality data.
• Only loading and storing instructions should access the main memory.
• Instructions should be of fixed length to speed up instruction fetching.
• Use simple instruction layout to simplify the instruction decoding.
• Use simple addressing modes to allow for fast operand address calculation.
• Use Harvard architecture to increase memory bandwidth.
• Use pipelining to increase the instruction execution.
• Compiler must resolve pipeline dependencies, thus implementation is visible at

the architectural level.

Given the benefits of RISC processors one might expect that the CISC processors would have
lost a considerable market share to the RISC processors. There are two main reasons why CISC is still
commonly used today.

The first explanation of the CISC survival is due to the backward compatibility. A large
amount of investments have been done in the past to develop software for the CISC processors such as
the ones produced by Intel. By switching to RISC all those investments will be lost.

The second reason for the CISC survival is the fact that producers of CISC processors, like
Intel, incorporated the RISC ideas in their newer products. Starting from the 486 processor the Intel
processors have a RISC core that is used for simple an very commonly used instructions. The
complicated instructions are executed on the CISC part of the processor. This hybrid approach is
slower than a pure RISC design, but the overall speed is competitive enough to keep on using existing
software.

To exploit the intrinsic parallelism in some algorithms, special processor types have been
designed. One type of processor that can exploit parallelism is the very long instruction word (VLIW)
processor. Such a VLIW processor issues a fixed number of instructions formatted as either one large
instruction or a fixed instruction packet. The large instruction, or fixed instruction packet explicitly
controls all the functional units in parallel.

Another processor type that can exploit parallelism is the single instruction stream, multiple
data streams (SIMD) processor. As the name suggest a single instruction is executed by multiple
processors, using different data streams. Every processor has its own data memory, but there is only
one instruction memory. The processors are typically special purpose, since full generality is not
required.

The final processor type, discussed in this thesis, that can exploit parallelism is the multiple
instruction streams, multiple data streams (MIMD) processor. This class is very broad since it
comprises all multiprocessor systems with either private or shared memories, loosely or tightly coupled
etc. Every processor fetches its own instructions and operates on its own data.

Despite of all the progress in computer architecture, the major bottlenecks of CPU centric
processing are not solved. Using processors that can exploit parallelism of an algorithm can improve
the system performance, but the gain is limited. Often the processors that exploit parallelism are
homogeneous in nature. Moreover, the processors are often designed and implemented to have only a
fixed functionality. Like any other processor they can be general or very specific, but the functionality
can not be altered according to the needs of a certain application or task.

2.2 MAKIMOTO'S WAVE

Depending upon the point in time that the semiconductor industry is observed one can see a
main stream of technology in use at that particular point in time.

What is known in literature as Makimoto's wave (Makimoto, 2000) is the observation that
there are alternating cycles of the customisation and standardisation process in the semiconductor
industry (see Figure 2.2)
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Figure 2.2 Makimoto's wave.

Makimoto's wave changes between standardisation and customisation roughly every ten years.
The most important historical events in the ten year time periods are:

1947-1957
John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and William Shockley of the Bell Telephone Laboratories invent
the transistor (1947), starting the so called big bang of the semiconductor industry.

1957-1967
Take off of the semiconductor industry. Discrete components are standardised to make the
components interchangeable.

1967-1977
Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments invents the integrated circuit (1958). In this period the circuits
are customised for specific applications. A major product of this period is the electronic
calculator.

1977-1987
Intel invents and introduces the microprocessor to the market (1971). The standardising of a
microprocessor lead to more flexibility during product development, because the functionality
of the product is now shifted to software in stead of customised circuits. Around 1977 the
microprocessor market combined with the market for memory chips started the standardisation
cycle.

1987-1997
The discrepancy between the supply and demand of the standardised microprocessor and the
memory chips fuelled the need for new solutions. Application specific products became more
feasible during this time period due to the development of design automation. In 1987 the
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) market exceeded the market of standard products,
heralding the next wave of customisation.

1997-2007 ?
This period saw a change in the consumer behaviour. The consumers start to place more
emphasis on their lifestyle and their experiences (Aarts, 2003), and the so called "digital"
consumer is born. For the last two decades the major driving force behind the chip industry has
been the personal computer. The "digital" consumer market is growing faster than the traditional
personal computer market, and requires more fine tuning of the product to a certain market
segment. Around 1997 a need for field programmable technologies arises to be able to cope
with the fine tuning to the different market segments, which starts of a new standardisation
wave.
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During the period that started around 1997, it was recognised that fine tuning of products to
different market segments is needed to fulfil the needs of the "digital" consumer. Intuitively one would
expect that ASICs could be used for this purpose. The "digital" consumer market however is very
dynamic and is characterised by a short product life cycle compared to the personal computer market
(see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Product cycle personal computer market (left) and the "digital" consumer market (right).

ASICs are not suited to meet the conflicting demands of fme tuning products to consumer
needs and the very short product life cycle. By using field programmable devices the risk for the
manufacturer of having left over products with a fixed functionality for which there is no market is
greatly reduced.

Makimoto's wave shows the changes of the semiconductor industry as a function of time, it
does however not show the forces that cause this so called wave effect. The forces that cause the wave
can be seen in the so called pendulum of the semiconductor industry (see Figure 2.4).

..
Customisation Standardisation

Figure 2.4 Pendulum of the semiconductor industry.
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The pendulum swings back and forth between customisation and standardisation because of
the different forces acting upon the pendulum. The forces acting upon the pendulum are not
continuously active. They increase or decrease depending on the position of the pendulum. For instance
when the pendulum swings towards customisation, the forces like quick time to market and cost
effectiveness will increase and cause the pendulum to move towards standardisation.

2.3 RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS

In this paragraph a definition of reconfigurable systems is given, and several of the design
parameters for such systems are discussed.

Three examples of reconfigurable systems that have been reported in literature will briefly be
discussed to get an idea of the state of art in this area. Garp, PipeRench and programmable active
memories (PAM) are discussed since they are often referred to in this field, and show some similarities
with the fabric-based reconfigurable systems.

The paragraph starts with an introduction that draws conclusions from the previous paragraphs
and shows the relation between reconfigurable systems, ASIC based systems and systems based on
classical processor architectures (general purpose processors and digital signal processors (DSPs)).

2.3.1 Introduction

In the previous paragraphs the classical processor architectures are briefly discussed. The
major advantage of a system based on a classical architecture is the flexibility of the system. The
functionality is to a large extent determined by the software that the system is executing. The general
purpose processor is, as the name suggests, designed to be applicable in a wide variety of applications.
This does mean however that the performance of a system based on a general purpose processor is not
optimal for a certain specific task.

On the other side of the design spectrum is the ASIC. An ASIC is designed optimised and
implemented for a specific application, and can therefore provide much better performance for a
specific task than a general purpose processor. This performance gain comes at a price. High
development costs, long time to market and the loss of flexibility compared to the general purpose
processor.

As Makimoto's wave indicates, the trend is to customise systems more and more. Besides this
higher degree of customisation another phenomenon has been observed in the market, and that is the
emergence of the so called "digital" consumer. As a result of these forces the life cycle of products has
dramatically decreased.

Both ends of the design spectrum: ASICs and general purpose processors, are not the best
suited to cope with these market developments.

When considering the design parameters such as flexibility, power dissipation and
performance etc., dependent on the implementation teclmology used, systems can be positioned as
shown in Figure 2.5 (Jozwiak, 2003).

Reconfigurable systems can bridge the gap between ASICs and general purpose processors.
They offer less flexibility than general purpose processors, but more flexibility than the traditional
ASICs can offer. With respect to power dissipation and performance they also fall in between ASICs
and the general purpose processors.
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Figure 2.5 Position of reconfigurable systems in the design spectrum.

2.3.1.1 Reconfigurable system definition

Before discussing reconfigurable systems, a definition of such a system should be given.
When looking at literature several definitions of a reconfigurable system exist. Examples of such
defmitions can be found in Radunovic 1999, DeHon 1999, Bondalapati 2002 and Tessier 2001.

The definition for a reconfigurable system as used in this thesis (Jozwiak, 2006) is a very
general one, that is in line with many definitions found in literature.

Definition 2.1

A reconfigurable system is a system whose sub-systems and/or sub-system configurations can
be changed or modified after fabrication to (better) serve a certain purpose.

As mentioned before, the defmition is very general, and does not say what to reconfigure,
when to reconfigure it, and based on what the system should be reconfigured. This information is
deliberately kept outside the definition because these issues are dependent ofthe application the system
will be used for, and therefore can not be generalised. Moreover, Definition 2.1 is independent of the
system implementation aspects, and covers both hardware and software reconfiguration.

2.3.1.2 Reconfigurable system classification

The work reported in this thesis is not focused at a particular application, but on the design
automation of a particular broad class of the reconfigurable systems, namely the fabric-based systems.
The features of reconfigurable systems will therefore be discussed in general terms in this paragraph.

Some of the important that can be used to classify reconfigurable system are:
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• Methodology of reconfiguration
• Coupling to the rest of the system
• Granularity
• Memory organisation

Methodology of reconfiguration. The reconfiguration allows for changing the structure of
the system and in consequence its functionality according to the needs of an application or a task. There
is however a penalty to pay for reconfiguring. During the reconfiguration the (sub) system cannot be
used for computation, and the reconfiguration data has to be stored somewhere and transmitted.

A reconfigurable device is often configured by downloading a sequence of bits, also known as
bitstream, into the device. The speed with which this can be done depends on the download interface of
the device. Two possible download interfaces are bit-serial and bit-parallel. The reconfiguration time is
directly proportional to the size of the bitstream. The reconfiguration time also depends on the
granularity of the device, coarse-grained or fine-grained. A coarse-grained device typically needs
smaller configuration bit streams. Note that the time needed for reconfiguration can be significant. It
can be in the range of several seconds, which will be noted by an end user of the system, which might
be unacceptable, depending on the application.

There are architectures available that support partial and dynamic reconfiguration. Examples
of these are the Xilinx XC6200 FPGA and the Xilinx Virtex series of FPGA's. The partial
reconfiguration allows the reconfiguration of the functionality of a part of the device, while the
remaining parts of the device keep their functionality. The dynamical aspect means that the
reconfiguration is performed during the system operation, i.e. the parts that are not reconfigured remain
operational during the reconfiguration and continue to function throughout the reconfiguration process.

Several configurations could be stored in memory, for instance on-chip memory. When
needed the device can be reconfigured from this memory. Using on-chip memory reduces printed
circuit board space, IC packaging costs and increases achievable system speed. Of-chip memory can
also be used, which is cheaper than on-chip memory, but lowers the achievable system speed and
increases the required board space. What type of memory is most appropriate depends on the system
requirements.

When a (sub)system will be reconfigured is highly dependent on the application the system is
being used for. Factors influencing the need for a reconfiguration could be changes in the statistics of
noise and signals, weather conditions and changing transmission speeds due to for example changes in
standards. Based on the reconfiguration intervals the following schemes can be distinguished:

• Field reconfiguration. Used for example for periodic updates of product
functionality, as e.g. firmware updates in optical disc recorders, to cope with new
types of discs, which need different writing strategies.

• Low-frequent reconfiguration. Used for example in mobile communication
systems to adapt to changing weather conditions such as day and night causing
different air densities and therefore might require change in detection and
transmission schemes.

• High-frequent reconfiguration. General purpose handheld devices might need
to change their functionality from a navigation system to a music player or to
some other functionality several times a day or even more often or to adapt the
quality of service to the service conditions almost immediately.

In such cases, dedicated IC's might make the product too expensive, and reconfiguration might
be a solution.

Coupling to the rest of the system. Many reconfigurable systems as found in literature
contain a reconfigurable processing fabric, which is connected to a host processor. This host processor
orchestrates the configuration of the reconfigurable fabric, data input and output to the fabric and takes
care of the external interfacing.

The coupling between the reconfigurable part of the system and the rest of the system is
important, because it determines the overhead that will be created by using the reconfigurable part to
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improve the suitability of the system to a certain application or task. Overhead in this context means the
extra effort, and related extra material, space, time and energy usage, required to use the reconfigurable
part of the system, such as reconfiguration and moving data to and from the reconfigurable part of the
system to the rest of the system.

The degree of coupling between the reconfigurable part of the system and the rest of the
system can roughly be described by three classes:

• Loose system-level coupling. With this type of coupling the reconfigurable part
of the system is connected to the host processor through an I/O interface. The
reconfigurable part is treated similar to any other peripheral connected to the
host processor. The main consequence of this type of coupling is the small
bandwidth between the host processor and the reconfigurable part.

• Loose chip-level coupling. With this type of coupling the bandwidth between
the host processor and the reconfigurable part is increased compared to the loose
system-level coupling by creating a direct communication channel between the
host processor and the reconfigurable part.

• Tight on-chip coupling. This coupling scheme uses the high transistor densities
of modem Ie technology to include the reconfigurable part and the host
processor on the same chip, which results in a considerable reduction of the
communication overhead between the host processor and the reconfigurable part.

Granularity. The granularity of a reconfigurable device used in a reconfigurable system is the
smallest functional unit that can be independently addressed and reconfigured by the (mapping) tools
for that device. Note that now the granularity of the reconfigurable devices in the system is mentioned
and not the granularity of the blocks from a system point of view. A block in the system might be an
adder or a multiplier with a certain data width, but the granularity of a reconfigurable device might still
be at the transistor level or at the single bit register level.

A lower granularity does provide more flexibility in adapting the structure to a certain
application or task, but there are also drawbacks for using a low granularity. A direct result from a
lower granularity is a larger bit stream, which requires more memory and a longer configuration time.

Memory organisation. The host processor needs to make data available to the reconfigurable
part of the system. This data can be accessed by the reconfigurable part via memory. The memory can
also be used by the reconfigurable part to store intermediate results that are relevant to the host
processor or which are needed for the further processing by the reconfigurable part after it has been
reconfigured.

The memory organisation will directly influence the data access time by the host processor
and the reconfigurable part, which is a significant fraction of the overall execution time.

A potential problem when splitting up functionality across several computational units, for
instance a host processor and a reconfigurable part, is that the need arises for a memory controller or
arbiter, which could be omitted when all functionality is performed by a single processor. It must be
noted that the need for a memory controller is not a characteristic for reconfigurable systems. It is a
characteristic for all multi-processor systems.

2.3.2 Example reconfigurable system - Garp

A reconfigurable system that has been reported in literature (Hauser, 1997) is the so called
Garp system. The Garp system consists out of a MIPS processor with a reconfigurable coprocessor.
The MIPS processor and the reconfigurable coprocessor are integrated onto the same die.

The basic Garp block diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. In this architecture the reconfigurable
array is used as a slave computational unit. The reconfigurable logic is used to speed up what it can,
while the main processor takes care of the remaining computational operations.
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Figure 2.6 Basic Garp block diagram.

The programs main thread of control is taken care of by the main processor, and in fact,
programs do not need to use the reconfigurable hardware that is available. The speed-up will be
obtained for certain subroutines or loops by temporarily switching to the reconfigurable array. A
program running on the main processor takes care of all the reconfigurations and executions of the
reconfigurable array.

The reconfigurable array has direct access to the standard memory hierarchy of the processor,
which allows for immediate memory consistency between the processor and the array.

The processor can execute the MIPS-II instructions set, but the instruction set is extended with
some commands specifically for the Garp architecture.

The data width of the smallest grain of the reconfigurable array is two bit. The logic blocks of
the array operate on values as two bit values, and all wires are arranged in pairs to transmit two bit
quantities. The choice of two bits as the smallest grain is based on the assumption that a large portion
of most configurations will be taken up by multi-bit operations that are configured identically for every
bit. By using two bits as smallest grain, the size of the configurations and therefor the configuration
time and memory space is reduced at the cost of some flexibility.

Figure 2.7 shows the reconfigurable array organisation. The basic entity in the Garp
reconfigurable array is the logic block. On each row of blocks is one control block. The rest of the
blocks in the row are logic blocks. In total there are 24 blocks per row, including the control block. The
number of rows depends on the implementation, but is expected to be at least 32. The architecture is
defmed in such a way that the number of rows can grow upwards, while maintaining compatibility.

Running vertically through the rows are four memory busses, which are used for data transfers
to and from the memory and/or the main processor. The memory busses are used for memory access
(middle 16 logic blocks), loading array configuration, saving and restoring array state (entire width of
memory busses). They are not available for moving data between different blocks of the reconfigurable
array. The transfer of data between the different blocks of the array is done via the interconnection of
the array.

Unlike many FPGAs there are no connections available from one wire to another wire, except
through a logic block. Note here that the logic block includes resources for the one-to-one wire
connection which functions independently of the other functionality of the block.

The instructions added to the instruction set of the main processor are for loading and
executing configurations of the reconfigurable array. For example instructions that allow for the
transfer ofprocessor register content to the reconfigurable array.
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Figure 2.7 Reconfigurable array organisation.

A caching scheme is applied in the array to cache the recently used configurations of the array.
By doing this the programs can quickly switch between several configurations without the cost of
reloading the configuration from the memory and with limited involvement from the processor.

The control block on each row serves as a agent between the outside world and the array itself.
It can for instance interrupt the main processor and initiate data memory accesses to and from the array.
The structuring of the array in rows is done to simplify the array management.

For more detailed information regarding the logic block architecture, communication between
the reconfigurable array and the main processor and the software environment for the Garp system see
Hauser 1997, Callahan 2003 and Callahan 2000.

The methodology of reconfiguration for the Garp system is based on a high-frequent
reconfiguration scheme. The processor can reconfigure the functionality of the reconfigurable array at
any point in time, depending on the instantaneous requirements of the running application or task. The
coupling of the reconfigurable part to the rest of the system is realised in three ways. First of all a direct
connection between the main processor and the reconfigurable part. Apart from this connection the
reconfigurable part is connected to the memory and the data cache of the system. Note that the coupling
between the reconfigurable part and the rest of the system is realised by means of loose chip-level
coupling, the intent was mentioned (Hauser, 1997) to integrate all sub block in a single chip, leading to
tight on-chip coupling. The granularity of the Garp system is a 2 bit logic block.

2.3.3 Example reconfigurable system - PipeRench

Another reconfigurable system reported in literature is the so called PipeRench system. This
system is based on the assumption that future computing workloads will emphasize the systems ability
to perform relatively simple calculations on massive quantities of mixed-width data.

The PipeRench project as presented in Goldstein 1999 and Goldstein 2000 is not based on
standard commercial available FPGAs, since they impose the following consequences for a
reconfigurable system based on these FPGAs:

• Logic granularity. Commercial available FPGAs are designed as a replacement for
conventional logic elements. The granularity of the (especially more traditional)
FPGAs functional units is thus optimised to replace random logic, and not for
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multimedia or other computations, needed in many modem day applications. This is
eliminated to some degree in modem FPGAs through introduction of special blocks,
e.g. multipliers.

• Configuration time. FPGAs need to be (re)configured before use. Commercial
available FPGAs can be configured from for example a memory IC in several
hundreds of milliseconds. A performance improvement by incorporating a
reconfigurable part in a system is only achieved if the reconfiguration time is small
compared to performance increase. This condition limits the applicability of the
technique. This is largely eliminated with modem embedded FPGAs and multi
context FPGAs.

• Forward compatibility. When a new FPGA family member is introduced into the
market, the design needs to be recompiled or even redesigned to take advantage of
the new features that this latest family member has to offer.

• Hard constraints. FPGAs can only cope with kernels (implementation of an
algorithm) of a fixed and relatively small size. Unpredictable discontinuities exist
between kernel size and performance of the kernel implemented in an FPGA.

• Compilation time. Synthesis, placement and routing for an FPGA can take a long
time depending on the design size. Compared to the compilation of the kernel for a
general processor it typically takes several hundred times longer.

The PipeRench reconfigurable system uses a technique called pipeline reconfiguration, to
solve the problems of forward compatibility, configuration and compilation time.

By using a technique called pipeline reconfiguration, a large logical design can be
implemented on a small piece of hardware by rapid reconfiguration of that hardware. This pipeline
reconfiguration technique virtualises pipelined hardware application designs by breaking the single
static configuration into corresponding pieces of the pipeline stages of the application. Utilising this
method allows a computation to take place even though the complete configuration of the fabric is
never present at one single point in time.

Figure 2.8 shows how a five-stage pipeline is virtualised on a three-stage fabric. The top of the
figure shows the five-stage application and the state of the pipeline stages in five consecutive cycles.
The bottom part of the figure shows the state of the three physical stages of the fabric when running the
application.

Reconfiguration of the stages does not cause any loss of performance, since the configuration
of the stages happens concurrently with the execution of other stages. While the pipeline is filling with
data, stages of the computation are being configured ahead of that data. The maximum throughput of
the application is not reduced. Even in the case of no virtualisation, the configuration time is equivalent
to the fill time of the pipeline for the application.

The virtualisation of a pipeline can only work if the state of any pipeline stage only depends
on its current state and the current state of the previous stage. All cyclic dependencies must fit in one
pipeline stage. Interconnection may thus not directly skip over one or more stages, and the same holds
for connections from one stage to a previous stage. In the PipeRench architecture so called pass
registers are used to create virtual connections between distant stages of the pipeline.

Figure 2.9 shows the PipeRench architecture. The architecture can be divided into blocks that
are needed for each pipeline stage. This block is also called a stripe. Every stripe contains processing
elements and interconnect so that it can get input from a previous pipeline stage or from registered or
unregistered outputs from other processing elements in the same strip. The processing elements contain
algorithmic and logic units, which are composed of look-up tables, carry-chains and so on. All the
processing elements are connected together via a global I/O bus. These global I/O busses are needed
because the physical location of the pipeline stage in an application could be anywhere in the
architecture.
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Figure 2.9 PipeRench architecture with processing elements (PE) and interconnection.

All the PipeRench devices have four global busses. Two of them are used for storing and
restoring the state of a stripe during hardware virtualisation. The remaining two are used for input and
output. Combinational logic is implemented by using a set of N B-bit wide algorithmic and logic units.
The carry lines of the arithmetic an logic units may be cascaded to form an arithmetic and logic unit
with a wider word length. Complex combinatorial functions can be realised by connecting several
algorithmic and logic units via the interconnect network.

Unregistered interconnection between stripes is not allowed. All inter-stripe connections are
via the pass register file in the processing element. In this pass register file is a dedicated register for
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intra-stripe feedback, of which the state can be stored and restored. Figure 2.10 shows a detailed view
ofthe pass register file interconnect.

Figure 2.10 PipeRench pass register interconnect.
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Figure 2.11 Processing element without pass register file.

The output of the arithmetic and logic unit can be written to any of the registers in the pass
register file and if a register is not written to by the arithmetic and logic unit the register value of the
previous stripe can be used. Via the pass register file it is possible to route intermediate results of one
stripe to another stripe without misusing the arithmetic and logic units of the interconnect network
within the stripe. The registers that a particular processing element accesses only change when a
different virtual stripe configures the physical stripe.

The pass register file can only transport information from one register to its corresponding
register in another stripe. If data needs to move in the lateral direction, the interconnection network can
be used as shown in Figure 2.9 as a horizontal bar. The interconnection network is programmed during
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configuration and does not change until the virtual stripe is modified. To enhance the usefulness of the
interconnection network, each processing elements contains barrel shifters that can shift its inputs up to
B-1 bits to the left. See Figure 2.11 for the position of the barrel shifters in the processing elements.
The barrel shifters make it possible for the architecture to do data alignments needed for word-based
arithmetic.

The methodology of reconfiguration is a high-frequent reconfiguration scheme, since the
reconfiguration is done to virtualise a processing pipeline. Coupling to the rest of the system is through
the memory of the main processor. The granularity of the PipeRench system is not easily expressed in
bits. The reconfiguration is done at the pipeline stage level, which consists ALUs registers etc.

2.3.4 Example reconfigurable system - PAM

The final reconfigurable system that can be found in literature (Vuillemin, 1996) and is
discussed in this chapter is the system that uses so called programmable active memories, a form of
universal reconfigurable hardware coprocessor.

The programmable active memory is based on FPGA technology and acts as a virtual machine
that is under control of a standard processor which is given the ability to dynamically reconfigure the
programmable active memory to suit the needs specific to an application. The purpose of the
programmable active memory is thus to implement a virtual machine that can be dynamically
configured as a large number of specific hardware devices.

Figure 2.12 shows the structure of a generic programmable active memory. It can be
connected to the host processor via the in and out links. The host processor configures the FPGA by
downloading a configuration bit stream into the programmable active memory, after which it behaves
as an application specific Ie.
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Figure 2.12 Programmable active memory.

The programmable active memory can operate stand-alone and communicate with an external
system through the in' and out' links. It can also operate as a coprocessor under control of a host
processor for the speed-up of a particular computation. It can also operate as a combination of the two
methods.

The programmable active memory is named just that because it can be interfaced to a high
speed bus of the host processor like a normal memory. Similarly to a normal memory, the host
processor can write to and read from the programmable active memory. Unlike a traditional memory
however, the programmable active memory can process data, and is therefore an active part of the
system. The type of processing that is performed is determined by the configuration that the host
processor initiates. In that sense, the memory is also programmable several milliseconds).
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All designs for programmable active memories are synchronous circuits and all the registers
are updated on each cycle of the same global clock. The maximum speed that the design can be
operated on is determined directly by the critical combinatorial path, which varies from design to
design. To cope with this variation in the critical path, a clock distribution system was designed that
can be programmed as part of the design configuration.

A program for a programmable active memory consists of three parts:

• Driving software. Software that is executed on the host processor and controls
the programmable active memory.

• Logic equations. The equations describe the synchronous hardware for the
programmable active memory.

• Placement and routing directives. They are the implementation of the logic
equations for the programmable active memory.

Several different applications are reported to be implemented as programmable active memory
systems (Vuillemin, 1996), but they are not described in this thesis since the thesis is not targeting any
specific application.

One paradigm that was systematically applied for all applications is to implement the inner
loops in programmable active memory hardware, and to let the software handle the rest of the
programs.

Another conclusion from the paper is that programmable active memories seem to give the
best performance increase for low-level massively repetitive tasks such as image processing or signal
processing.

The methodology of reconfiguration is a high-frequent reconfiguration scheme. The host
computer can reconfigure the programmable active memory at any point in time. The coupling of the
reconfigurable part to the rest of the system is via a high speed bus, like the memory interface of the
main processor. The granularity is essentially that of the used FPGA, since the programmable active
memory is implemented by using an FPGA, that can be (re)configured by the host computer.
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3 FABRIC-BASED SYSTEMS

The previous chapter introduced reconfigurable systems, after discussing why these systems
are increasingly becoming important. Several example systems were discussed, the Garp, PipeRench
and programmable active memory (PAM) system. If one looks for literature regarding reconfigurable
systems one can find many more interesting examples of these type of systems being researched
throughout the world.

The remainder of this thesis however focuses on one type of reconfigurable system in
particular, the so called fabric-based systems (Wolinski, 2002, 2003a, 2003b), and design automation
for this type of systems.

This chapter will first introduce the fabric-based system. After this introduction, an example of
a polymorphous computing fabric is discussed. Finally an brief example operation is discussed.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Similarly to other reconfigurable systems, like for example PipeRench as discussed in the
previous chapter, the fabric-based systems can provide a significant speed up for several application
classes. The applications that can benefit the most from a system like the fabric-based system have one
or more of the following properties:

• The data dependencies in the (sub) application allow the functionality to be
distributed among several operational units that operate in parallel.

• Pipelining of the function is possible.
• Input values are used many times for a single operational unit.
• A single specialised operational unit can be made that realises a series of basic

operations needed for the function.
• Constant propagation of the data can be performed, and thereby reducing the

complexity of the operations.
• The bit width of the function to be realised is different from the main processors data

bit width.
• Heterogeneous data and processing granularity.

The functions that benefit the most from being realised on a fabric-based system are thus the
so called data stream based functions and tasks that involve parallel computations. These functions
process large input data streams, and produce large output data streams. Instruction based functions are
functions that take one or a few inputs and produces one or a few outputs. For example, eX is an
instruction based function. It takes one input (x) and produces one output (eX). Between the input and
output, a series of calculations take place. An example of a stream based function is a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter. The instruction based functions can also benefit from being realised on a fabric
based system, if the algorithm consists out of computations that would otherwise have been realised on
the traditional CPU as a series of instruction based functions. The reconfigurable hardware
implementation could speed up the execution by executing the instruction based functions in parallel.

In a fabric based system, the standard general purpose processor is closely coupled to a
computational fabric by means of a memory interface, as is also the case with the programmable active
memory system.

Figure 3.1 shows a reference diagram of a fabric based system. In this figure an ARM
processor is used, and the processor is connected to the fabric and memory via the AHB bus system. It
should be noted that any processor and bus system could be used.

The processor is not directly connected to the fabric, but is connected to the fabric via a dual
port memory and direct memory access (DMA) controller.
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The computational fabric consists of a system of simple interconnected cells, that can each
have a local memory to store data. The processor can read and write the collection of local memories,
which collectively form a dual ported memory.

Note that the interconnected cells of the fabric do not necessarily have to have the same
functionality or granularity. The fabric can be constructed as a heterogeneous cell set, where each cell
in the set can be made up out of a single datapath or a homogeneous group of datapaths of any
granularity.

Each cell in the fabric can have its own controller, or a group of identical or similar cells can
share a single controller. If a controller can run different programs, the same fabric can be used for
executing different applications by dynamically reconfiguring the fabric at the functional level.
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Figure 3.1 Fabric-based system.

The connections between the cells of a fabric may be customised to suit the target application.
For example buffering of received data, direction of communication etc.

The interface between the fabric and the DMA controller, and thus also the interface between
the fabric and processor consists out of two parts as indicated in figure 3.1 by the dotted line between
the fabric and the DMA controller. The upper part of the interface between the fabric and the DMA
controller is the standard memory interface. The bottom part of the interface between the fabric and the
DMA controller consists out of signals used to synchronise the fabric and processor, and to select
programs that the fabric will execute.

The processor can provide a program and data to the fabric, and the results of the computation
done in the fabric can be read by the processor.

The application programming interface (API) for the fabric consists of five procedures:
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• Reset fabric. Resets the fabric, and selects a program for each cell controller.
• Start fabric. Sends a start signal to the fabric.
• Synchronise fabric. This will stop the execution of the program on the main

processor until the specified cell has finished its calculation.
• Send data to fabric. This function transfers data from the main processor's local

memory to the fabric.
• Read data from fabric. This function transfers data from the fabric to the

processor's local memory.

Note that the hardware signals and software interface is the same for every fabric, however the
number of bits required for address decoding might vary from fabric to fabric.

3.2 A POLYMORPHOUS COMPUTING FABRIC

In the previous paragraph a fabric based system was described in general terms. In this
paragraph a more detailed view of a fabric implementation is given, based on Wolinski 2002.

Described in this paragraph is a fabric that is well suited for digital signal processing and
image processing. The fabric is highly parameterised which enables customised synthesis of fabric
instances, so that high performance can be achieved for different classes of applications.

Generic fabric

Data
access
module

tion module

Data
memory

Program memory

Global memory

Fabric cell

Figure 3.2 Layout of the fabric (left) and the architecture of a cell (right).

Figure 3.2 shows the layout of the fabric itself and the architecture of a fabric cell. As can be
seen from Figure 3.2, the fabric consists out of a mesh of connected fabric cells. These cells are run
time reconfigurable by changing the program that the controller of a cell executes. The global memory
is a collection of all the cells local memories, which is accessible by the cell and by the host processor
in a fabric based system.

Every cell has its own (micro)controller, and because of this the control of a fabric based
system is distributed across the fabric. Having a controller in every cell allows several computational
models to be realised. For instance if every controller executes a different program the so called
multiple instruction with multiple data (MIMD) model can be realised. If every controller executes the
same program, the single program with multiple data (SPMD) model can be realised.
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The fabric cell is made up out of the following components:

• Communication and access control module.
• One or more dual ported data memories.
• A dual ported program memory.
• A controller accompanied by a wait and a loop module.

Configuring the cells is done by setting certain parameters before the mesh of cells is
generated. These parameters include:

• Communication direction. In Figure 3.2 all communication links are drawn as bi
directional links. For a fabric this need not always be the case.

• The layout of the instruction set.
• The type of memory access that is supported by the fabric. For example random or

sequential.
• The size and numbers of the local memory of the cells.
• The choice of the functional units.
• The size of the communication bus.
• The size of the network

Besides the mentioned parameters, which need to be determined before the mesh of cells is
generated, there are also fabric parameters that can be modified by the host processor during run time.
These parameters include:

• Conditional reconfiguration of the access patterns for the cell memory.
• Conditional execution of instructions.
• Communication pattern of the cell during application execution.

A cell's communication module forms the connection between the cell and the outside world.
The outside world for a cell consists out of a data network and a condition network. Via the
communication module a cell can exchange data with its neighbouring cells, but also with its local
memory and functional unit. Via the communication module, several data sources can be selected for
the functional unit of a cell.
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Figure 3.3 shows an example of a communication module. Since the communication module
is highly parameterised, which makes it possible to only synthesize the required communication. So if
the application requires no bus in the south direction, that particular bus can be removed, and replaced
with for example a memory bus that would be beneficial for the application.

The functional unit of a fabric cell, as can be seen in Figure 3.2, is tailored to the application
the fabric will be used for. The functional unit of a cell can be replaced by another functional unit
without affecting other aspects ofthe fabric.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of a functional unit. This functional unit can perform several
operations, which are realised in two function blocks, indicated by function 1 and function 2 in Figure
3.4. The figure also shows the operations that function block 2 can perform, and the conditions that the
condition module can detect.

Function 2 operation Ins/ruction field code

Ou/;ACC, ACC ; A+B 000

Ou/;ACC, ACC ; A-B 001

Ou/;ACC, ACC ; ACC+function 1 - Ou/IA,B) 010

Oul;ACC, ACC ; {if condilion;1} then A else B 011

Out;ACC, ACC ; ACC+B 100

Out;ACC, ACC ; B llx

Ou/;ACC, ACC ; B lxl

Condition module operation Instruction field code

A>B 00

A;B 01

Take condition from the condition bus 10

Operands Out Conditions

Figure 3.4 Example of a functional unit.

Figure 3.4 shows inputs and outputs of the functional unit that are connected to the
communication module. There are also signals in the figure called Cont. These signals indicate a
connection to a controller that controls the operations executed in the functional unit.

The (micro)controller of the fabric, see Figure 3.2,executes instructions that are stored in the
program memory, see also Figure 3.2,

The instruction set for the (micro)controller is made up out of nine generic instructions. The
exact meaning of these instructions depends on the specific cell implementation. The nine generic
instructions of the controller are:

• Configure. The configure instruction is used to configure the functional unit. This
instruction selects what busses to use for communication, the communication
direction, the local memory access method, for example random or sequential, and
what the bit width ofthe functional unit is, eight or sixteen bits wide.

• Control. Controls the use of the accumulator in the functional unit, and what eight
bits out of a sixteen bit word should be used. It also controls I/O to and from
pipelined communication busses. In the Control instruction is the so called wait
count field. This can be used for performing loops. If the loop-count field is unequal
to zero, the instruction will be repeated for the specified amount of cycles.

• Unconditional jump. The unconditional jump is used for program flow. The jump
range is limited to a seven bit address.

• Conditional jump. A conditional jump is only executed if the condition register is
equal to zero.
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• Start loop. This instruction indicates the beginning of a loop body that needs to be
repeated. The loop counter is seven bits, allowing for 27 iterations.

• End loop. This instruction indicates the ending of a loop body that needs to be
repeated. When the loop counter reaches zero, a branch will be executed, using the
branch address specified within the instruction.

• Stop-then-wait-for-start. This instruction will halt all cell execution. Execution will
be resumed upon receiving a start signal from the main processor that controls the
fabric. Upon receiving the start instruction, a seven bit address specified in the
instruction is used as a branch address.

• Reset. The reset instruction can be used to reset the specified registers in the
functional unit.

• Load. This instruction is used for loading the memory address counter and the limit
register that are used during memory access.

The architecture of a fabric cell allows for the computational operations and the
communication to be handled concurrently. This makes it possible to transmit computational results to
other cells in the fabric while continuing a computation in the same cell.

The data distribution pattern of a fabric can be reconfigured dynamically, without disturbing
the computation.

3.3 EXAMPLE OPERATION

As an example operation consider an image processing application that needs to extract certain
information from an image. To do so the image is divided into blocks. The information extraction of
the blocks are independent of each other.

This type of algorithm contains an intrinsic parallelism that can be exploited by executing it on
the fabric instead of executing the algorithm on the traditional CPU as a series of operations.

The operation involves the following steps:

1. The main CPU writes the configuration of the fabric for this particular algorithm to
the dual port memory, and informs the fabric that a new configuration is present.

2. The fabric retrieves the configuration, and informs the main CPU that it has finished
configuration.

3. The main CPU writes the image information to the dual ported memory, and informs
the fabric that the computation can be started.

4. The fabric executes the algorithm, as specified by its configuration, and writes the
results to the dual ported memory at the location specified by the main CPU.

5. After the fabric has completed the computation, it informs the main CPU that the
computation has been completed.

6. The main CPU now takes the appropriate action based on the algorithm it is
performing.
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4 FABRIC-BASED SYSTEM ON XTREME DSP KIT

The fabric-based system as discussed in the previous chapter, and shown in Figure 3.1, is
based on electronics that is not available at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

Initially the project focus would be on the analysis of hardware implementation structures for
computationally complex algorithms with high possibilities for parallelism, which is not well suited for
the general purpose computer/processor. The main focus of the project would be architectural design,
and not technological improvements. The architectural design would be based on an already existing
fabric suited for video processing.

What was needed is an architecture that can interface with the existing fabric. It turned out that
one of the intellectual property (IP) owners of the fabric, did not provide access to the existing fabric
design. The work on exploring hardware and software to construct a platform to interface with the
existing fabric had however already been done.

Even though this thesis deals with the fabric cell hardware generation from the HCDG graph
for heterogeneous fabric-based systems, this chapter shows a very brief overview of the envisioned and
realised fabric-based system, for future references. It also contains references to related literature that
might be of use for future work.

4.1 A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The system available at the Eindhoven University of technology is the so called Xtreme DSP
kit from Nallatech. This Xtreme DSP kit consists out of two parts. The first part is a PCI carrier card
called BenONE, and the second part is the card with the user FPGA, called BenADDA.

The software accompanying the kit can be used to download bit streams to the FPGAs on the
cards (Nallatech, 2002). The systems can be used as a normal PCI card, or stand alone with a USB
connection for downloading bit streams to the FPGAs. Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the
Xtreme DSP kit electronics. For more detailed information regarding the Xtreme DSP kit, see
Nallatech 2003.
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Figure 4.1 Xtreme DSP block diagram.

The FPGA available for the user is the Virtex II pro, which is connected to peripheral devices
such as RAM, ADCs and DACs. In this FPGA, the fabric-based system can be realised. To do so, a
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main processor is needed to initiate the fabric activity, to provide input information to the fabric and
process the results coming from the fabric.

Xilinx offers tools to work with their FPGAs, which are available at the Eindhoven University
of technology. One of the tools, Xilinx ISE (Xilinx, 2003c and 2004e), can be used to translate a
hardware description to a bit stream suited for use in the FPGA. Another tool, Xilinx EDK (Xilinx,
2003b and 2004a), allows designing complete systems with existing IP and user developed IP.

One of the existing IP blocks (Xilinx 2004f) is the MicroBlaze soft processor (Xilinx, 2003a
and 2003d). The MicroBlaze soft processor is a reduced instruction set computer, which has been
optimised for implementation in Xilinx FPGAs. Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of the MicroBlaze
processor.
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Figure 4.2 MicroBlaze block diagram.

The MicroBlaze core is organised as a Harvard architecture (see Chapter 2), with separate bus
interfaces for data and instructions. Both the data and instruction bus interfaces are further split into
two bus systems. The first bus system is the local memory bus (LMB), and the second bus system is
IBM's on-chip peripheral bus (OPB). The LMB provides access to on-chip dual port block RAM, with
a single cycle access. The OPB provides a connection to both on-chip and of-chip peripherals and
memory. Besides these busses the MicroBlaze core also provides 8 output master fast simplex links
(MFSL) and 8 input slave fast simplex links (SFSL). The fast simplex links are uni-directional, non
arbitrated dedicated communication channels.

Based on the MicroBlaze soft processor a fabric-based system was designed. Figure 4.3 shows
a fabric-based system implemented on the Xtreme DSP kit. The system is based on Figure 3.1. The
Xtreme DSP kit however does not include a dual ported RAM. As an alternative a single ported zero
bus turnaround (ZBT) memory is used. The ZBT memory is connected to the OPB via an OPB ZBT
controller (Xilinx, 2003f). Via a direct memory access (DMA) controller connected to the OPB (Xilinx,
2003e), the fabric can access this memory. The MicroBlaze can also access this memory through its
OPB interface. The DMA controller only supports the basic DMA functionality. Therefore a fabric
controller is connected to the OPB to support the functionality of the fabric not covered by the DMA
controller.

The fabric controller is a custom IP block that uses the user core template (Xilinx, 2004g) that
interfaces to the OPB. The user core template provides an easy way to design custom IP that interfaces
with the OPB, without knowing the exact ins and outs ofthe OPB.

The fabric controller is also connected to an OPB interrupt controller (Xilinx, 2004d). Doing
so provides the possibility for generating an interrupt to the MicroBlaze upon completion of a
computation of the fabric. As an alternative to using an interrupt, the MicroBlaze can poll a memory
location that the fabric can use to indicate completion of a computation.

The memory on the OPB is directly located in the memory map of the MicroBlaze. If the
fabric requires large amounts of data, the MicroBlaze processor will need to retrieve data through a
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very busy channel. To avoid this, the LMB of the MicroBlaze is also used. The MicroBiaze is
connected to block RAM via a LMB BRAM interface controller (Xilinx, 2004b). The block RAM is
also directly located in the memory map of the MicroBlaze. By doing so the MicroBlaze can retrieve
program and data code in paral1el with the fabric retrieving or writing data.
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Figure 4.3 Fabric-based system on Xtreme DSP kit.

The FPGA can be configured via the PCI or USB bus with the Nallatech tools. In practice this
was found to be very impractical, because the Nal1atech tools do not support the MicroBlaze processor.
The Xilinx tools can also configure the FPGAs via a JTAG interface. By adding a microprocessor
debug module (MDM, (Xilinx, 2004c)) to the fabric-based system, the code running on the MicroBlaze
can be analysed in more detail, via the same JTAG interface, and from the same development tools.
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5 HIERARCHICAL CONDITIONAL DEPENDENCY GRAPHS

In many areas of science and engineering, graphs are being used to model problems and their
solutions. For example an electrical or electronic network can be represented as a graph. The
construction of complete products can be represented by graphs. Graphs are particularly suited for
models that have a discrete arrangement of objects. In particular graphs in electronic design and its
automation, are used on a large scale.

Different types of graphs exist, and depending on the problem to be solved, a certain type of
graph might be more suited than another type of graph. For more details on graphs and graph theory
see Busacker 1965 and Deo 1974.

This chapter will briefly introduce the hierarchical conditional dependency graph (HCDG),
since this type of graph will be used in the remainder of the thesis to represent a computation algorithm
or a part of a computation algorithm.

5.1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

The hierarchical conditional dependency graph is a representation which is suitable for
designs where data and control flow are combined together. It can be viewed as a combination of a
control flow graph and a data flow graph.

The representation of the hierarchical conditional dependency graph is however more general
than the data flow graph (DFG) or the control flow graph (CFG), and simpler than the so called control
and data flow graph (CDFG).

The hierarchical conditional dependency graph is a special kind of directed graph that can
represent both control and data dependencies from the viewpoint of dataflow.

Guard1

"'-,
Guard2

~

--contro~

--data-----.

Figure 5.1 Hierarchical conditional dependency graph example.

A hierarchical conditional dependency graph G consists out of a set of vertices V and two sets
of vertex pairs called edges. The two sets of edges are £, and £2' We write G = (V,£,,£2J, where:

• V = set of vertices. The vertices are often called nodes.
• £, = set of edges that represent data.
• £2 = set of edges that represent control.

All sets V, £, and £2 are assumed finite. The hierarchical conditional dependency graph G is a
directed graph. The sets £, and £2 are thus sets consisting out of ordered vertex pairs. If the ordered
pair {p,q> is an edge r of the directed graph G, it is said that r is directed from p to q. The elements in
£2 are often referred to as guards. Figure 5.1 shows an example of graph G.
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Since the hierarchical conditional dependency graph represents both control and data
dependencies between the vertices of the graph from a dataflow perspective, leaving out the control
edges will cause the hierarchical conditional dependency graph to become a data flow graph. A
description that has no control flow is thus essentially a data flow graph. So for data flow dominated
descriptions the hierarchical conditional dependency graph has the same expressive power as data flow
graphs, allowing for techniques and algorithms of data flow graphs to be used.

The hierarchical conditional dependency graph is more general than the control flow graph in
the sense that the control flow does not prime over the dataflow as is the case for control flow graphs
and hierarchical task graphs.

In literature (Kountouris, 1998, 1999, 2000, 200 I, 2002 and Kuchcinski, 2003) it seems to be
tradition to take the Jian benchmark to illustrate the hierarchical conditional dependency graph. This
thesis will uphold that tradition and also take the Jian benchmark to illustrate what a hierarchical
conditional dependency graph looks like for this example.

Figure 5.2 shows the code of the Jian benchmark. Certain parts of the code are only executed
if a certain condition is met. The conditions are called guards, and their Boolean expression is also
shown in Figure 5.2. If the Boolean expression of a guard evaluates true, the operation controlled by
that guard is executed.

Process Jian (a, b, c. d, e, f, g, x, y)
in port a[8], b[8], c[8], d[8], e[8], 1[8], g[8]:
in port x, y;
out port u[81, v[8];
{

H.

H,

static T1, T2[8], T3[8], T4[8], T5[8]:

T1 = (a+,b) <c;
T2 =d+,e;

" T3=c+,1;
~ if(y)

~ if(T1)
u = T3+,d;

~ else if (!x)
u =T2+5d:

~ if (IT1 && x)
v =T2+6e;

else

T4 = T3+7e;
T5 =T4+.f;
u = T5+g9;

/I u,

II U,

II U,

Guard Boolean expression

H, 1

H2 Y
-

HJ Y

H4 y+ yT1

Hs y+ yn + yni'

H6 y·T1

H7 y·n

--
He y·n +y·n·x

H9 y·T1·x

H,o y.T1-x

Figure 5.2 Code of the Jian benchmark (left) and the Boolean expressions of the guards (right).

Each guard has a symbolical name assigned to it; Hn. For example the instruction u = T5 +9 g;
will only be executed if guard H3 evaluates true. It can also be seen that the parameter u will only be
assigned a value if the Boolean expression Hs = H3 + H6 + H lo is true, where the + sign indicates the
Boolean or function.

The guards can be organised in a hierarchy by using Boolean factorisation. This factorisation
is not a focal point of the thesis, so for more detailed infonnation regarding this matter see Koutouris
2002. Figure 5.3 shows the guard hierarchy for the Jian benchmark.

In Figure 5.4 the hierarchical conditional dependency graph of the Jian benchmark is depicted.
Note that the connections between guards, as shown by the guard hierarchy in Figure 5.3 are not shown
to keep the graph readable.
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H,

Figure 5.3 Guard hierarchy for the Jian benchmark.

Figure 5.4 Hierarchical conditional dependency graph of the Jian benchmark.

The hierarchical conditional dependency graph uses the static single assignment principle,
which means that every variable can only be assigned a value at a single node in the graph. Because of
this all three possible values for u are fed to a multiplexer, which will select the correct value. Note that
selecting one out of the values is only possible if the guards that control the data producing nodes for
all u values are mutual exclusive. The control for the multiplexer is H5 = H3 + H6 + RIO that is a
Boolean or of the three mutual exclusive guards, that control the different possible value operations for
u.

In this thesis it is not the objective to derive a hierarchical conditional dependency graph from
a high abstraction level language, nor to extract information from such a graph like resource sharing,
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scheduling or mutual exclusiveness identification. If information regarding these subjects is needed,
refer to Kountouris 1998, 1999,2000,2001,2002 and Kuchcinski 2003.

In this thesis the hierarchical conditional dependency graph will serve as part of the input
information that specifies a design to be efficiently mapped into adequate hardware.

The "execution" of a graph G starts when the highest guard in the guard hierarchy evaluates
true. This condition can be interpreted as a function call to the algorithm as represented by G. All
vertices towards which this highest guard from the guard hierarchy is directed, will then be "executed".
The vertices of graph G all represent an operation. The result of the operations will traverse further into
the graph, were they will be used as data for further operations, or as control for vertices. An operation
as indicated by a vertex can only be "executed" if the controlling edge from £2 that is directed towards
that vertex evaluates true.

As an example refer to Figure 5.4. In this figure the input y will be read when the guard HI
evaluates true. After the value ofy is read, guard H3 can be determined. If guard H3 evaluates true, the
operations +7, +8 and +9 will be "executed". Note that the hierarchical conditional dependency graph
does not contain any timing information for the vertices. It can not be determined from Figure 5.4 if the
operation indicated by H3 "executes" before, after or simultaneously with, the operation +2. Therefore
additional input information besides the HCDG will be used, as described in the following chapter.
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6 FABRIC CELL GENERATION METHOD

After the fabric based systems and the hierarchical conditional dependency graphs have been
introduced in the previous chapters, this chapter will show how a fabric sub cell can be implemented
manually from the provided input information, which includes the hierarchical conditional dependency
graph.

The reason for implementing a fabric sub cell manually, before starting to work on a tool that
automates this process, is threefold. The first objective is to get a better understanding of the input
information and to see what obstacles occur during the actual implementation. The second objective is
to have a kind of reference design to compare with the first output of the automatic tool. The third
objective is to use this experience to develop a method for the fabric cell generation.

The first part of this chapter will describe the input information that is used to represent a
fabric sub cell. After this some architectural design issues will be discussed. The final part of this
chapter will discuss the implementation and the simulation results of the fabric sub cell.

6.1 INPUT INFORMATION

The input information for a fabric sub cell contains a hierarchical conditional dependency
graph. This graph is constructed from an initial piece of C code. Figure 6.1 shows the initial C code and
an equivalent hierarchical conditional dependency graph representation of an example representing a
sort of matrix processing through multiplication and addition, typical to multi-media applications.

{
DOt

roo

m(if(o[ij·;;;--i)-----·-·-----··'-.
! mux = k[i] * f[i];
! else
i {
! c =c * m[i] + I[i]; !
! mux =c; 1

! } ,
1 I:
:, d = ali] * mux;

!
~ e = e + d; .'
..._..._.._.-_ ..._...._.----------_ ..

for (i=O; i<128; i++)
{

}

Figure 6.1 Example hierarchical conditional dependency graph with its initial C code.

For the graph of Figure 6.1, different colours are used to indicate the different types of vertices
and edges. Three different colours, magenta, blue and red, are used for the edges.

• Magenta. The magenta lines between two vertices indicate a control edge. In the previous
chapter these edges were indicated by a dotted line.

• Blue. The blue edges of the graph indicate data edges were data is going from a vertex that
produces data at time I} to a vertex that produces data or a control at time 12, where I] > I}.

• Red. The red edges of the graph indicate data edges were data is going from a vertex that
produces data at time I} to a vertex that produces data or a control at a time 12, where I/I}. For
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example the last line in the loop body of Figure 6.1; ene., = eold + d. The edges indicated by a
red colour are also called dependency edges.

The hierarchical conditional dependency graph as shown in Figure 6.1 is not a graph for the
entire initial C code as shown in the same figure. The graph is only a representation of the loop body.
The loop itself will be handled by the processor in control of the fabric (see Figure 3.1) together with
the communication module (see Figure 3.2) of the fabric cell. Hence, what is described in this chapter
and the following chapters is a fabric sub cell and not a complete fabric cell. However, for convenience
the term fabric cell will be used in this thesis, referring to the cell without the communication module
as shown in Figure 3.2.

What is not explicitly mentioned in the previous chapters is the so called root node as shown
in Figure 6. I. This node is always the highest-ranking node in the guard hierarchy. The situation where
this guard evaluates true can be compared to a function call to the code that the graph represents. In the
previous chapter, guard HI for the Jian benchmark could be considered as the root (see Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2).

The input information, for creating a fabric cell, is not complete when the hierarchical
conditional dependency graph is known. The graph only states what needs to be done. Without further
information, many different solutions are possible to implement what is specified by the graph.

In Figure 6.1 there are three nodes in the graph (a, b and d) that specify a multiplication.
Without further information, it is not clear if that means that three multipliers are available or that the
functionality should be realised using less multipliers. Therefore, the input information also contains a
set of resource constraints. Figure 6.2 shows the resource constraints for the example of Figure 6.1.

I root + •

Figure 6.2 Resource constraints.

-1 not mU3

Given these resource constraints it becomes clear that all multiplications should be done on
the same mUltiplier. Similar all additions should be done on the same adder. Because the resource
constraints indicate an adder as well as a multiplier the notion of processing in parallel becomes
important.

The input information consisting out of a graph and resource constraints can be used to create
a schedule of the operations as specified by the graph based on data dependencies. The creation of such
a schedule is not the focus of this thesis. A scheduler for this type of input already exists, and thus the
output of this scheduler is also part of the input information. Figure 6.3 shows the schedule for the
example graph of Figure 6.1, using the resource constraints from Figure 6.2.

Ite r:= 2 ite r:= 1 ite r:= 0

roott'Oot + C .. d cycle 0

1=-1:--:::g::1"1----:--::;-;:I-;::::;=:;::-;::::;::::;;:::'7""""'""'-i-m- u;r-::::::1u:::x,t-._-_-=.:-;ej
CYC

Ie 1

Figure 6.3 Scheduling information.

As was already mentioned in chapter 3, speed up for the application can be achieved by
pipelining operations. The scheduling information of Figure 6.3 indicates that a three-staged pipeline
can be made for the fabric cell.

The cycle 0 and cycle 1 of the same figure indicate that each pipeline stage consists out of two
cycles. These so called cycles can be regarded as sub stages similar to normal processor instructions.
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Pipelining is also done for normal general purpose processors. The handling of instructions for these
type of processors normally also use stages, such as fetch, decode, execute and write back.

Figure 6.4 shows a diagram of the complete pipeline being filled and in full operation
according to the scheduling information of Figure 6.3, where for convenience it is assumed that each
cycle will take one clock cycle to complete.

Thus the resource constraints and scheduling information further limit the HCDG
implementation freedom, and direct the fabric cell generation towards creation of the satisfactory fabric
cell implementation.

cycle i+4

D- _
result gCle i+1

D- .
result cycle, result cycle ,+2

Clock cycle 5 Clock cyde 7 Clock cycle 9

Clock cycle 6 X Clock cycle 8 X Clock cycle 10 )C _
Clock cycle 4

Clock cycle 3Clock cycle 1

C ClOck cycle 2 )

'-------'

,
i

Pipeline i
stage 1 ~ ; I ~~~ !

! l.. -- --_.-_. -f- -_.--- _.._.._.. _. -_. ----_..--._.._.. -.._~.-

Pipeline ~
stage 2 i
··-·--------f--------··-·--··-··-··----·--------·-----T-------··-··-_·-----------------·--·-·--·i-"'-----::-----L -----::----- "'- -::- -L_

Figure 6.4 Pipelining as described in the scheduling infonnation_

Summing up, the input information for the fabric cell creation thus is composed of the three
following parts: the hierarchical conditional dependency graph, resource constraints and scheduling
information. Moreover, even having these three sets of information, the cell's hardware implementation
is in general not uniquely defined. In general there are still many fabric cell architectures and their
corresponding implementations possible.

6.2 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ISSUES

Although the input information as described in the previous paragraph is a good starting point
for the fabric cell design, the information is not that detailed that there is only one realisation of the
design possible. Since several different fabric cell architectures and their corresponding
implementations, possibly of different quality, are possible, there is a problem of finding the most
appropriate fabric cell architecture. Therefore, this paragraph analyses some important aspects of the
fabric cell architecture. The important aspects of the fabric cell architecture and analysed in the
following paragraphs are:

• highest abstraction level of fabric cell
• the controller of the fabric cell
• the datapath of the fabric cell

non-pipe lined datapath
pipelined datapath by means of parallel registers
pipelined datapath by means of serial registers
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6.2.1 Highest abstraction level of fabric cell

At a highest abstraction level the main part of the fabric cell consists of two parts. Figure 6.5
shows the two parts making up the fabric cell.
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Data path
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Figure 6.5 Highest abstraction level view of the fabric cell.

The two parts of the fabric cell work together to realise the specified functionality, but each of
the blocks have their own function to fulfil.

The data path is the part of the system where the data processing takes place. The structure of
the data path determines which operations can be performed on the data, and between which registers
the data can be moved. It must be noted that the data path cannot initiate any operation or transfer of
data on its own. The data path is thus a slave to the controller of the system.

The controller is in charge of all the actions performed by the data path, and is therefore the
master in the system. Via the control vector the controller can determine what actions the data path
performs. Depending on the result of the actions, the data path reports the status vector back to the
controller, which uses this information combined with the external control to determine a new control
vector. This type of system, consisting out of a data path and controller, is commonly known. See for
example Valk 1993, where the system is discussed in more detail.

6.2.2 The controller of the fabric cell

The controller is a sequential circuit, meaning that its output also depends on the sequence of
inputs and not only on the inputs at a single point in time. There are different ways of realising a
sequential circuitry. The controller as mentioned in this thesis is always a synchronous circuit of the
Moore type. Moore type circuitry has the following properties:

• Next state = j;(present state, input vector)
• Output =h(present state)

The controller can also be realised as a Mealy type circuitry, but then it would have the
following properties:

• Next state = j;(present state, input vector)
• Output =h(present state, input vector)

The difference between the Mealy and Moore type circuitry is the dependency of the output on
the input vector, that is present (Mealy) or absent (Moore). The advantage of a Mealy circuit is that the
output could achieve its final value quicker than a Moore circuit. There is however also a danger that
lurks when a Mealy circuit gets integrated into a larger circuit. If the total circuit contains a feedback
loop, and all sub circuitry is realised as Mealy circuits, a loop is created where the Output = h(present
state, input vector). The danger is then that the circuitry might unintentionally oscillate. Since the exact
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implementation of the communication module of fabric cells, and the interconnection of the cells is not
known, the controller will be implemented as a Moore circuit. For more detailed information regarding
Mealy and Moore circuitry see Hill 1993.

6.2.3 The datapath of the fabric cell

Several different types of architectures are possible to realise the functionality of the fabric
cell's datapath. The datapath can be implemented without having the possibility of pipelining the
operations, or the datapath can have the possibility to do pipelining. The pipelining functionality of the
fabric cell can be realised by using parallel registers or serial registers. In the following paragraphs
these options are analysed.

6.2.3.1 Non-pipelined datapath

Based on the graph as shown in Figure 6.1 and the resource constraints of Figure 6.2 a data
path architecture as shown in Figure 6.6 could be constructed.

mulO

r---'--------, ~1,
~k

Ld

Figure 6.6 Data path based on graph and resource constraints.

The data path architecture of Figure 6.6 does not use the scheduling information as shown in
Figure 6.3, so it is not capable of pipelining to speed up the processing. It does however show the basic
architecture of the data path that can also be seen when it is extended to allow pipelining of the
operations. Note that the data path architecture uses four additional multiplexers compared to the
resource constraints of Figure 6.2.

There are several possibilities to extend the data path architecture of Figure 6.6 into an
architecture that can pipeline operations. Several architectures were evaluated, but only two will be
discussed in this thesis.
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6.2.3.2 Pipelined datapath by means of parallel registers

A means to achieve pipelining possibilities is to simply multiply all the registers by the
amount of pipeline stages in the scheduling information. Given the scheduling of Figure 6.3 this would
mean that all registers need to be multiplied by a factor of three. By doing so three register sets are
created, one for each pipeline stage. Figure 6.7 shows the result of this action, where the topology of
the data path is based on Figure 6.6.

Unl

Figure 6.7 Data path with pipelining possibilities.

For clarity not all register load and clock signals are drawn. It should be clear however that
every register has a separate load and clock input.

Figure 6.8 shows in more detail the connections of the c and e registers in the data path.
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Figure 6.8 Detailed view of the c and e register connections.

In the detailed view of the c and e register connections it can be seen that two registers can be
reset by the controller. This is done because the nodes c and e in the graph of Figure 6.1 have outputs
that are part of dependency edges. In other words, these registers need to have an initial value when the
first input data is provided to the fabric cell.

Since for this data path architecture it is assumed that the active register set after a reset is set
o (white registers), the initial value should be in the previously active register set. This is set 2 (dark
grey registers), thus the reset signals are to register set 2. Besides the reset there is something else that
is different with the c and e registers compared to the other registers of the data path. The reason for
this difference is:

Proposition 6.1

If there is a dependency on a register output then this register has to be updated every time it
occurs according to the scheduling diagram. This register has to be updated with either a new
value, or a copy ofthe old value.

Proposition 6.1 indicates that the c and e registers need to be updated at every point in the
pipeline where they are encountered according to the scheduling diagram (Figure 6.3). Since node e in
the graph (Figure 5.1) is executed under control of the root guard this is automatically achieved. The c
node however is executed under control of the g2 guard. This guard can evaluate to true or false. This
means that if g2 evaluates true a new value will be determined. Due to Proposition 6.1, if g2 evaluates
false, the previous value is copied by using the Cpy signal of the register.

Proposition 6.1 is used to relax the controller design. Using the proposition means that the
controller will write a new value to a register or copy an old value to the register. By doing so, the
controller does not have to keep track in which register set the previous value is residing. If for
example the current register set is 1, then the previous value of a register can always be found in
register set O.

Based on the architecture of the data path, the states for the controller can be determined.
When the data path is constructed by simply multiplying the amount of registers of the non-pipelined
architecture by the amount of stages in the pipeline, Proposition 6.2 applies.

Proposition 6.2

The number ofstates ofthe controller is equal to two times the number ofpipeline stages. The
first #(number ofpipeline stages) states of the controller are needed to start up the pipeline.
The second #(number of pipeline stages) states of the controller are needed for the full
pipeline operation. Every state ofthe controller consists ofas many cycles as there are cycles
in the scheduling information.
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According to Proposition 6.2, the controller for the data path of Figure 6.7 would require six
states. Figure 6.9 shows a pipeline stage/state diagram for this controller. Note that the cycles of the
scheduling are not depicted for reasons of clarity.

~ !
xy I 0_0 1 ° 2_° 0_° 1 ° 2 ° 0_°x = register set - - - ;

y = pipeline stage i
.__ ._--;

0_1 1-1 2-1 0_1 1-1 2- 1

-_._._;
0_2 1_2 2_2 0_2 1-2 i i

controller state l 0 ! 1 i 2 li 3 i 4~ ~
!lI .~'.,j

stan-up 01 pipeline i full pipeline operation i

Figure 6.9 Pipeline/state diagram to control data path Figure 6.7.

From the pipeline stage/state diagram, one might conclude that state 5 and state 2 are the
same, and therefore a jump can be made from state 4 to state 2, resulting in five controller states instead
of six. Note that state I and state 4 are not equal. In state 2 the load signals for the registers that were
asserted in state I are unasserted. Similarly, the signals asserted in state 4 are unasserted in state 5. For
this reason the states 5 and 2 are not equivalent. The opportunity to jump to an earlier state firstly
presents itself after state 5, resulting in six controller states.

The data path of Figure 6.7, which was made by simply putting as many registers in parallel as
there are pipeline stages in the scheduling, has consequences for the fabric cell.

• Large amount of unnecessary registers. The data path contains a large amount
of registers that are not required to fulfil the functionality as described by the
input information. Take for instance the input k of the data path. The data
produced by node k of the graph is consumed by node a. In the scheduling
information it can be seen that the operation as indicated by node a, is performed
in the same pipeline stage. This means that no registers are needed behind input
k.

• Large amount of additional multiplexers required. By having different
register sets for the different pipeline stages, the data path must be able to switch
between sets. This results in additional multiplexers required to select a register
out of a set and feeding it to the operational units.

• Additional control signals required. All the unnecessary registers, and
additional multiplexers need to be controlled by the controller. This means that
there will be more connections between the data path and the controller than
needed.

• Additional connections. All the registers for the different register sets are
connected in parallel to the same input. This has consequences for the mapping
of the functionality onto an FPGA. It tightens the placement constraints and
consumes resources.

Even though this data path with its corresponding controller was implemented (VHDL) to
verify its behaviour, this type of architecture was not chosen as a reference design for automatic fabric
cell generation. An alternative scheme to create pipelining possibilities for the data path is used.

6.2.3.3 Pipelined datapath by means of serial registers

Instead of having register sets that are connected to an input in parallel, the registers can also
be connected in series. A single register can then be used to make data available in a next pipeline
stage. Take for example the 0 input of the graph (Figure 6.1). The data of the 0 input, which produces
data in pipeline stage 0, is consumed by node d at pipeline stage 2. This means that two registers are
needed to transport the data from stage 0 to stage 2.
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Using serial registers chains, the architecture of the fabric cell can be significantly simplified
compared to the architecture created by using the parallel register scheme. Figure 6.10 shows the
architecture of the fabric cell when using serial register chains for the same input information as was
used for Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.10 Fabric cell architecture based on serial register chains.

To obtain the architecture as shown in Figure 6.10 the guard information is also used. Because
guard g2 is the inverse of guard gJ, the two guards are mutually exclusive. This means that operations
executed under control of guard gJ and guard g2 can share registers to even further reduce the amount
of registers required by the data path. Take for instance node a and node b of the graph (Figure 6.1).
Because their controlling guards are mutual exclusive and the nodes are scheduled at the same point in
time, only one of the operations as specified by node a and node b will be performed. This means that
the registers for the operational results can be shared.
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The architecture as shown in Figure 6.10 does not have all the problems that were identified
for the architecture obtained through the parallel register scheme. The additional multiplexing is
avoided, and the amount of registers is greatly reduced, resulting in fewer connections between the
controller and the data path.

Proposition 6.2 is based on an architecture that has as many register sets as there are pipeline
stages. The architecture as shown in Figure 6.10 only uses a single register set. Because of this, the
controller will require less states. Proposition 6.3 expresses the amount of states required for the
controller that controls a data path constructed by using serial register chains.

Proposition 6.3

The number ofstates of the controller is equal to the number ofpipeline stages + I. The first
#(number ofpipeline stages) states of the controller are needed to start up the pipeline. The
next #(1) state of the controller is needed for the full pipeline operation. Every state of the
controller consists ofas many cycles as there are cycles in the scheduling information.

Given the input infonnation the controller of Figure 6.10 would require four states.

6.3 IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION

The architecture of Figure 6.10 is manually implemented and this implementation is used as a
reference design for the automatic fabric cell generation.

The architecture is implemented in VHDL. The reason for choosing this language is that other
parts needed to construct a fabric, such as the communication module are also implemented in VHDL.
For a fonnal description of the VHDL language see the IEEE Standard VHDL Language Reference
Manual (1987,1993 and 2002), which describe the IEEE standard 1076. A more practical treatment of
the VHDL language van be found in Ashenden 2002.

As can be seen in Figure 6.10 the fabric cell has several connections to interface with the rest
of the fabric based system. In VHDL this interfacing to the outside world is described in the entity
description ofthe architecture.

entity cell is
port clk in std logic;-

rst in std logic;-
root in std logic;
k in signed (15 downto 0) ;

1 in signed (15 downto 0) ;

ill in signed (15 downto 0) ;

0 in signed (15 downto 0) ;

e buffer signed (15 downto 0) ) ;

end cell;

In the implementation it is assumed that all input and output data is 16 bit wide. Besides these
input and output data busses the entity also states three signals that are required to control the cell
externally. The clock signal clk is needed because the controller is a synchronous sequential machine,
that can change state on a clock edge. The reset rst is needed to make sure the controller starts in the
correct state. Finally the signal called root is made available outside the fabric cell. The reason for
doing so is that the fabric cell does not necessarily need to be active all the time. The root input can be
used to halt all the cell's operations, and by doing so stall the pipeline, until the root is true (=' 1') again.

Note that the output e is not declared as an actual output in the entity description. The reason
is that the e output is also needed internally, see Figure 6.10. By declaring e as butTered, the value can
also be read for further internal processing. The buffer port declaration differs from the inout
declaration, because for a port that is declared inout, the value of the bus is read back, while for the
buffer declaration the value of the driver is read back.
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As an alternative an alias could have been used. By doing this, port e could be declared as an
output, and the alias could be used for the reading back of the e value. This construction was not
chosen, because the alias construction of the YHDL language is not supported by many synthesis tools,
see Doulos 1997.

The complete YHDL description for the architecture of Figure 6.10 can be found in Appendix
A. To verify the correct behaviour of the implementation a simulation is performed. The simulation
should give the following values for e ifthe input values are as follows:

• Input: k= 1, 1=2, m=3, 0=4
Intermediate values: gl=false (='0'), g2=true (='1'), b=3, c=5, muxO_out=5, d=20
Output: ~=2ij

• Input: k=5, 1=6, m=7, 0=1
Intermediate values: gl =true (='1 '), g2=false (='0'), a=30, muxO_out=30, d=30
Output: ~=5ij

• Input: k=2, 1=4, m=6, 0=8
Intermediate values: gl=false (='0'), g2=true (='1'), b=30, c=34, muxO_out=34,
d=272
Output: ~=32~

To perform the simulation of the YHDL implementation a YHDL test bench can be made that
drives the signals of the fabric cell. As an alternative the ModelSim simulator can also use macros to
drive the signals. Since the simulation is fairly simple, the overhead of writing a complete YHDL test
bench was avoided by using a macro to drive the signals of the fabric cell. The ModelSim macro used
as a stimulus for the entity can be found in Appendix B.

Appendix C shows the timing diagram obtained from the simulation. From this diagram it can
be seen that the e output indeed produces the anticipated results. The intermediate values are also
according to the expectations. From the diagram it can also be observed that the expected output values
do not appear immediately at output e. This clearly shows the starting up of the pipeline. Once the
pipeline is started, the results on the e output occur at regular intervals, as expected in full pipeline
operation.

6.4 GENERATION METHOD

Given the analysis and experience described in the previous paragraphs, the fabric cell
generation method is based, at the highest level of abstraction, on a datapath and controller
combination. The controller is a sequential Moore type circuit. The datapath will provide pipeline
functionality by means of serial registers.

The fabric cell generation method can be described as a series of steps.

I. Define the interface of the fabric cell. The interface always includes the root
signal, reset signal and a clock signal. Apart from these signals, additional
signals must be added, depending on the HCDG and the resource constraints.
The additional signals for the fabric cell interface are all inputs and outputs as
specified by the resource constraints with the names as defined in the HCDG.
For the HCDG of Figure 6.1 and the resource constraints of Figure 6.2 this
means adding k, I, m and 0 inputs to the fabric cell interface. From the HCDG
and the scheduling information all data leaves (Proposition 7.1) should be
identified and added as outputs to the fabric cell interface. For the HCDG of
Figure 6.1 and the scheduling information of Figure 6.3 this would mean adding
e as output to the fabric cell interface.

2. Determine operand multiplexing for operational units. An available resource
as indicated by the resource constraints might be used to execute the operation as
indicated by multiple vertices in the HCDG. If this is the case, then a multiplexer
is needed to select one of the possible operands for the operational unit's input.
For example the operations specified by vertices a, band d of the HCDG (Figure
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6.1) are all executed on the same multiplier, since there is only one multiplier
resource available (Figure 6.2). As a result, the operand B for the multiplier is
connected to a multiplexer capable of selecting one of the following signals: I, m,
mux output (Figure 6.10).

3. Determine serial register chains. Serial register chains are used to provide the
pipelining functionality of the fabric cell. For each vertex in the HCDG, apart
from the root vertex, a register chain must be determined. A register in the
register chain is required if the output of a vertex (data or control) is directed
towards a vertex in a higher pipeline stage according to the scheduling
information. The number of registers in a chain = [largest pipeline stage (data or
control) consumer vertex] - [pipeline stage (data or control) producing vertex].
For example in the HCDG (Figure 6.1) the vertex ° produces data in pipeline
stage 0 (iter=2 in Figure 6.3). The largest pipeline stage of the consumer, vertex
d, is pipeline stage 2 (iter=O in Figure 6.3). Therefore the register chain behind
input ° requires 2-0=2 registers (Figure 6.10).

4. Minimise the registers after the operational units. The serial register chains
that have been determined in the previous step might contain redundant registers.
If guards, other than the root guard, are present in a HCDG, there is a possibility
that the guards are exclusive. Exclusive guards can be used to discover register
redundancy. Registers are considered redundant if they are connected to the
same operational unit, and are used in the same pipeline stage. For example
guard gl and g2 in the HCDG (Figure 6.1) are exclusive. Vertex a and b both
specify an operation on the same operational unit and in the same pipeline stage.
This indicates that either a or b is computed, but not both. This means that there
is redundancy in the a and b register chains. The registers in both chains the
provide information for the same pipeline stages can therefore be joined (b_or_a
register in Figure 6.10).

5. Minimise the registers after guard calculations. Similarly to the registers after
the operational units, the registers holding the guard information can also contain
redundancy. If exclusive guards are present in the HCDG, the longest register
chain of the guard is kept, while the shorter guard register chain is removed, and
replaced by the exclusive guard expression. For example see Figure 7.4 were
guard p and q are mutual exclusive guards.

6. Construct the controller. The final step in the fabric cell generation method is
to construct the controller to control the datapath. The controller realises the
pipeline as described by the scheduling algorithm and controls the multiplexers
and registers as determined in the previous steps. The number of states of the
controller are according to Proposition 6.3.
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7 FABRIC CELL GENERATOR

In the previous chapters reconfigurable systems were introduced, with a special focus on the
so called fabric based systems. The input information for a fabric cell design was discussed, consisting
out of the hierarchical conditional dependency graph, a set of resource constraints and scheduling
information.

In the last chapter, a reference design for such a fabric cell was shown, and its manually
constructed implementation and its simulation results were discussed.

Manually constructing such a design every time becomes a very time consuming affair. The
implementation of such a design is automated by the fabric cell generator, which is described in this
chapter.

7.1 THE INPUT INFORMATION IN DIGITAL FORM

The input information for a fabric cell design must be available in a format that can be used by
a program. Several classes were provided by Prof. Wolinski to build a graph and make a resource
constraints list in Java. For the formal specification of the Java programming language see Gosling
2000, and for a more practical text regarding Java for persons with a background in C or C++ see
Daconta 1996.

There were no classes provided for containing the scheduling information. Because of this,
some modifications to the provided classes were made. The HCDGNode class was extended with two
parameters, MicroCycle and PipelineStage, to provide the scheduling information of Figure 6.3.

To defme node a as can be seen in Figure 6.1 with its scheduling information as shown in
Figure 6.3, the following instructions can be used:

HCDGNode a = new HCDGNode("a", "*") ;
a.MicroCycle = 1;
a.PipelineStage = 0;
a.ResourceNumber = 0;
a.HighestResultBitlndex = 24;

In the code example above two more parameters are defmed for a HCDGNode that were not in
the original class. These extensions are the HighestResultBitindex and the ResourceNumber.

The HighestResultBitindex parameter was added to cope with results that do not fit in the
standard word size of the fabric cell. Take for example node a in the graph in Figure 6.1. This node
specifies a multiplication. If the fabric cell has a word size of 16 bit, the result of a 16 bit word which is
multiplied with another 16 bit word is 32 bit wide. From this 32 bit result the part of interest must be
selected for further processing. The HighestResultBitindex parameter of the HCDGNode indicates
which part to use. In the above example, the bits used for further processing are: 24 downto (24+ J-cell
word width).

The ResourceNumber parameter was added to have some information about the resource on
which the operation is to be executed in case several resources of the same type are available according
to the resource constraints. It is assumed that this decision should not be made by the fabric cell
generator. Typically, this type of decision should be made by the scheduler, since the scheduling is
done with a certain optimisation in mind. For example, executing an algorithm as fast as possible, or
having a balanced load for all resources in view of, for instance, heat dissipation of the chip, or relaxing
the placement and routing constraints for a chip.

After all the nodes have been defmed, the nodes are added to an instance of the HCDGraph.
The connections between the several nodes can then be made. The following example shows how the
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control link (graph edge) between the gl guard node and node a is made, as well as the data link going
from node a to node mux, where g is a HCDGraph instance.

HCDGLink gla = new ControlLink("gla");
g.ConnectionFromNodelToNode2(gla,gl,a);

HCDGLink amux = new DataLink("amux");
g.ConnectionFromNodelToNode2(amux,a,mux) ;

After defining all the links between the nodes, a list is made containing all the resources that
can be used to realise the functionality as described by the graph.

7.2 THE PROGRAMMING AND USER INTERFACE OF THE GENERATOR

The fabric cell generator's main interface is the programming interface. The programming
interface consists out of several public functions of the generator class that can be used to start the
fabric cell generation process.

Some of the functions that are made public are provided to supplement the input information
consisting out of the hierarchical conditional dependency graph, resource constraints and scheduling
information as described in the previous paragraph and chapter.

In the previous chapter, a manual implementation of a fabric cell is discussed. During this
discussion, several parameters were silently assumed to be known, but in reality they are not
incorporated in the design input information. For an implementation these parameters should however
be known. The additional parameters that can be set before the fabric cell generation is started are:

• Word size. The word size of the fabric cell is assumed to be 16 bit in the
previous chapter, which is not necessarily the case for all fabrics.

• Clock edge. The controller that controls the data path of the fabric cell is
triggered (can change state) by a clock edge. In the last chapter a rising clock
edge was assumed.

• Reset. A reset of the fabric cell can be done on an active high or active low reset.
In the manual implementation, an active high reset is used.

The programming interface for the fabric cell generator consists out of the following
functions:

public Generator (HCDGraph graph, ComposedOperation resources,
String filename)
public Generator (HCDGraph graph, ComposedOperation resources,
String filename, String entity)

public void SetDataWidth (int datawidthl
public int GetDataWidth ()

public void SetRisingClockCont (boolean risingedge)
public boolean GetRisingClockCont ()

public void SetHighResetCont (boolean highreset)
public boolean GetHighResetCont ()

public void GenerateCell ()

Two different constructors of the Generator class are available. The difference between the
two is that in one case a separate entity name can be provided, which will be used for the entity name in
the VHDL code. If a separate entity name is not provided an entity name will be constructed from the
filename.
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The word size for the fabric cell can be changed via the SetDataWidth function. If a value is
not provided by the user, the generator will use the default value, which is 16 bit.

The type of clock edge that triggers the controller of the fabric cell can be selected via the
SetRisingClockCont function. If no value is selected by the user, the generator will use the default
value, which is true, and indicates a rising clock edge for controller triggering.

The reset that is used for the fabric cell is always asynchronous, and can be asserted at every
point in time irrespective of the clock condition of the controller. The user can select an active high or
low reset via the SetHighResetCont function. If the user does not specify a value, the generator will use
the default value true, which indicates an active high reset.

The fabric cell generation process can be started by using the GenerateCell function. Calling
this function will result in the creation of a simple user interface as shown in Figure 7.1 .

• -Fabllc sub cell generalor· CellTesl ." ~.

==========--===--==

Report:

Code:

Oeneraling processes for registers:
• relLl_stage1
- rell-o_stsge2
- rell-0_stage1
• reg-ll1_stage1 ==- SKIPPED: alternatiVe register eXists (NOT reg-ll2_stsge1)
• reu2_stage1
• reg_s_stsge2
• rell-a_stage1 ==- SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg_a_or_b_stsge1)
• reg_b_stage1 ==- SKIPPED: alias register eXists (reg_a_or_b_stage1)
• rell-c_stage2
~ rell-d_stage2

c_stage2 - ·0000000000000001·:
elsit (clk'event and clk='O' then
if (cstage2_1c='1' then
c_stage2 <= addO_out:

end if,
end If,

end process:

rell-d_stage2 : process (clk)
begin
if (clk'event and clk='O' then
if (d_stage2_1C='1 'then
d_stage2 - mulO_out (15 dowoto 0);

end if,
end it,

end process;

Figure 7.1 User interface of the fabric cell generator.

..:::.J

The user interface of the generator consists out of two parts. The top part shows the report of
the generation process. Displayed in this part of the user interface is information about the registers that
are needed, signals that are generated, processes that are generated etc. The bottom part shows the
VHDL code of the fabric cell as it is being generated.

The output of the generator, similarly to the user interface, consists out of two parts. The
generator writes the report information to a report file (.rpt) and the code to a VHDL file (.vhd). Both
of the files are normal text files that can be read by any text editor or VHDL compiler.

7.3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE GENERATOR

The goal of the generator is to produce VHDL code that describes a fabric cell. VHDL code
for all kind of different designs has a similar layout when looking at the low level description of digital
electronic systems. The term low level is used here to indicate a description level that uses registers,
and logical gates. This level is often called register transfer level. A VHDL file at this low level of
abstraction does not use file access etc.
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Figure 7.2 shows the general layout of a VHDL file that is used as a reference for the fabric
cell generator.

(-'~~~~~~':~t~'~~~~~~~-~~~;~~~~;~~'~~I'~~"")
\ .'' ... _.._.._.._-._--- ..__ ._ .._.._.._--_ .._.._.._.._.._-
library IEEE;..,-. .._.._.._---_._-----_ .._.._.._.----_ .._.._.._.._- ......

! Use of libraries ~
\. .;.... _.._.._.._--_. -_ .. _. -- .._.._.._. ---. -- ---- -_.-.._'
entity <X> is

port (
"' •• -._---- ---- ._- ._.... _ •• - -. _ •• _. --0

0

" \. External signals I

\.~ ......_ •• __ ._ •. _ •• _ •• _ •• _•• _. __ .. _. __ .•J'

);
end <X>;

architecture <V> of <X> is".-.._.._.._.-_ .._.._.._..- .._.. __ .__ .__.- ......
{ \
i Internal signals i
~ i
'.... __.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.0 _.._.._.._.......

begin " ._.. _ .. _ ••_ •• _ •__ ., _.0 _ •• •• _ ••_ •. _ .. __....

.. "!
Processes i

"..._.._.._.._-----_ .._--_.._--_ .._.._.._.._..,,}
end <V>;

Figure 7.2 Generallayoul of a VHDL file.

The structure of the fabric cell generator is directly related to the general layout of a VHDL
file as shown in Figure 7.2. The fabric cell generator generates the different parts of the VHDL file in
the same order as they appear in the VHDL file. The generator does not buffer any parts of the VHDL
file, but directly writes new infonnation retrieved from the input infonnation to the VHDL file and the
user interface. The same holds for the report file.

A more detailed view of the fabric cell generator's program structure can be found in
Appendix D. In Appendix D the several main function calls, invoked by calling the GenerateCellO
function of the programming interface, are shown.

7.4 FABRIC CELL GENERATOR IN MORE DETAIL

In this paragraph, the fabric cell generator program is discussed in more detail. The sub
paragraphs each discuss a part of the generation process as indicated by the blocks in Figure 7.2.

7.4.1 Header with general design information

The VHDL file that the generator produces starts with a header. The header is compliant with
the VHDL standard, but contains no infonnation that is used by a VHDL compiler or a synthesis tool.
The header for the VHDL file consists out of several lines of comments, providing infonnation to the
designer.

The header shows the name of the code file itself and of its accompanying report file. Besides
this, the header also provides infonnation regarding the date and time, showing when the generation
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was done. This information can be used by a designer to keep track of the different versions of the
fabric cell.

Finally, the header of the VHDL file contains information regarding the word size (also called
data width) that is used, the clock edge that triggers transitions of the controller state machine, and
information about the reset level of the fabric cell. An example of a header is shown below.

-- vhdl file:
-- report file:

-- generation started on:
-- generation started at:

CellTest.vhd
CellTest.rpt

Sunday, 12 February 2006
15:47

fabric cell generator settings:
data width: 16 bits
controller clock edge: rising
register clock edge: falling
fabric cell reset: active high

The data width, clock edge that triggers transitions of the controller state machine and the
reset level can be changed by the functions of the programming interface as discussed in paragraph 7.2.

7.4.2 Use of libraries

The only library that is used by the fabric cell generator is the IEEE library, which defines
commonly used data types and operations. The IEEE library contains many packages, but only two are
used by the generator. The use of the library and the packages in this library are not a parameter of the
fabric cell generator. For every fabric cell that is generated with the generator, these lines are the same.
See the example below for the exact library and packages usage of the generator.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std logic 1164.all;
use IEEE.numeric bit. all;

The first package to be used is the std_Iogic_1164. The package std_Iogic_1164 is a package
that defines types and operations for multi-value logic systems. The data types defmed in this package
can take mUltiple values. Examples are the logical '0' and the logical 'I " but also values as high
impedance, not initialised and don't care are defined in this package. Examples of operations defined in
this package are the logical operators such as and, nand, or, nor and not. The operations are not only
defined for scalars, but also for the vector data types and subtypes.

From this package the std_Iogic and std_Iogic_vector data types are used by the generator.
These data types are used for the inputs and outputs of the controller. They include the guard signals,
register load signals and control signals for the multiplexers. The pipeline stage and cycle signals for
the controller are also represented by these data types.

The second package to be used by the generator is the numeric_bit. This package defmes
arithmetic operations, such as addition and subtraction on integers using bit vectors.

From this package the data type signed is used by the generator. This data type is used for the
inputs and outputs of the data path

The reason for choosing these packages from the IEEE library is that most synthesis tools
accept models described in VHDL that use these types and operations. Synthesis tools that claim to be
suited for VHDL input should support these packages since the IEEE standard for synthesizable models
specifies that these are the only types that can be used. See also Ashenden 2002.
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7.4.3 External signals

Within the entity description of the fabric cell, the external signals of the fabric cell are
declared. The name <x> of the entity as shown in Figure 7.2, can be provided to the generator via the
programming interface function explicitly, or an entity name <x> will be extracted from the filename
provided to the generator if no explicit entity name is provided.

The external signal declaration in the entity description is the first part of the VHDL code that
needs to be constructed (at least partly) based upon the input information.

The external signal declaration consists out of two parts. The first part of the external signal
declaration contains the signals that are independent of the input information. They include the clock
signal, the root signal and a reset signal. The clock and root signal declaration is fixed in the generator.
It will be the same for all generated fabric cells. The reset signal name depends on the type of reset
level that is chosen via the programming interface function SetHighResetCont(boolean highreset}. If an
active high reset is selected, the reset signal is called rst. If however an active low reset is selected, the
reset signal is called nrst.

The second part of the external signal declaration is created by looking for nodes in the graph
that satisfy one ofthe following conditions:

• the node specifies an input
• the node specifies an output
• the node is a data leaf

A node of the hierarchical conditional dependency graph is considered a data a leaf if
Proposition 7.1 holds.

Proposition 7.1

A node in the hierarchical conditional dependency graph is a data leaf if the node does not
represent a guard and the node does not produce data that is consumed at a later point in time
as indicated by the scheduling information.

If a node is encountered that satisfies one of the above conditions, a signal declaration in the
entity is added.

When the graph of Figure 6.1 is considered as an example, several nodes can be found that
satisfy the above mentioned conditions. The nodes k, I, m and 0 are all inputs. The graph contains no
nodes that indicate an output, but the graph does contain a node (e) that is a data leaf according to
Proposition 7.1. Thus there are five entries needed in the entity description, besides the root, clock and
reset entry. Since these five entries are all related to the production of data, the vector size as used in
the entity description will be (datawidth-l) downto O. The datawidth to be used by the generator can be
chosen by the user by means ofthe programming interface function SetDataWidth (int datawidth).

Besides constructing the external signal declarations, this part of the generator also creates a
list with all the node names that are used as entries in the entity description. For a user of the generator
it is very convenient if the names used as entries in the entity description, are the same as the names
used for the nodes in the input information. The generator internally uses a signal-naming scheme that
also indicates the pipeline stage in the signal's name, for which the signal is relevant. For instance, the
output created by node e as shown in the graph of Figure 6.1 would be called e_stage2 if the signal is
only used internally. By having a list with node names that are used in the entity declaration, the
internal signal name can be selected to be the same. This removes the need for signal name aliasing and
double signal declarations to match the node names with the internal signal-naming scheme.
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7.4.4 Internal signals

After the entity declaration has been completed, the internal signals as used by the architecture
need to be declared. As can be seen in Appendix D, there are several steps involved to fonn a complete
list of internal signals for the architecture. The generator always generates the internal signals in a fixed
sequence:

• Register signals
• Guard signals
• Operator signals
• Operand selection signals
• Controller signals

The following sub paragraphs will explain the steps in more details.

7.4.4.1 Register signals

The register signals needed for the architecture are detennined in two stages. During the flrst
stage a complete register list is made, and during the second stage, the register list is minimised by
using the guard infonnation.

The complete register list constructed during the first stage, is made in three sub stages. The
first sub stage detennines the registers needed after the inputs of the fabric cell. The second sub stage
detennines the registers needed after the guard calculations. The last and final sub stage determines the
registers needed after the operators. The three sub stages that together create the complete register list,
essentially all perfonn the same action, but they look at different node types of the graph.

As discussed in chapter 6, the architecture of the fabric cell is based on serial register chains.
Proposition 7.2 states how many registers there should be in such a serial register chain.

Proposition 7.2

To convey information from one pipeline stage to the next pipeline stage, one register is
required. The total amount of registers in a register chain is the difference between the
pipeline stage of the source node and the maximum pipeline stage found amongst the data
consumer nodes.

-control---'

-data------.
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MC =1
PS =0

d
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MC =0
PS = 1

c

MC =1
PS =1

MC =0
PS = 2

Figure 7.3 Register chain example after operator nodes.
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In Figure 7.3 part of the graph as shown in Figure 6.1 is repeated. The scheduling information
is also shown in the same figure. The abbreviation Me is used to indicate the micro cycle and the
abbreviation PS is used to indicate the pipeline stage. From this part of the graph, the register chains for
the operation indicated by node a and node c can be determined.

The nodes of the graph are evaluated one by one. When looking at node a for example, it can
be concluded that the node itself is scheduled in pipeline stage O. The consumer of the data produced
by the operation specified by node a, is the operation specified by node d, and scheduled for pipeline
stage 2. Note that in this reasoning the node mux is not considered to be a data consuming node. The
reason being that according to Proposition 7.2 a register is needed to convey information between two
adjacent pipeline stages. Node mux represents a multiplexer, and the circuitry for a multiplexer is
purely combinatorial, which can not satisfY Proposition 7.2.

The length of the register chain needed for the operation as specified by node a is thus 2-0=2.
If the operation as specified by node a is executed on multiplier 0, the complete register chain inferred
by the input information, is as shown in Figure 7.3. Similarly it can be concluded that the register chain
for the operation as specified by node c only requires one register, which takes the output of adder 0, on
which the operation specified by node c is scheduled.

Besides the input signal (and its data width) for the registers and the output signal (and its data
width) of the registers, other information is also included in the complete register list. For example
information about the guard that controls the node and the micro cycle and pipeline stage of the
accompanying node. This information is not needed for the signal generation, but is required later on
during the generation process, when the controller is generated. This information is stored at this point
of the generation process, because the information is readily available when the register list is being
constructed.

Below an example is shown of what the data in the complete register list looks like for the two
registers in the register chain inferred by node a.

Register: reg_a_stage2
- input a_stage1 [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output a_stage2 [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Register: reg_a_stage1
- input mulO out (15 downto 0) [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output a stage 1 [signed (15 downto 0) ]

- reset value none
- controlling guard type =1
- controlling guard name gl
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

For all registers the input and output signals are stored, along with the data width of the signal.
For register reg_a_stage1 the input signal is specified in more detail. In the example the data width was
set to 16 bit. The multiplier would thus produce a 32 bit answer. The selection of which part of the
operator answer is also stored in the complete register list.

The operations as specified by the nodes of the graph are controlled by guards. Whether or not
the operation as specified by node a is performed, depends on the value of guard g 1. However, from
the example it can be seen that the reg_a_stage2 is controlled by the root node. The reason for doing so
is to reduce the fabric cell complexity.

If reg_a_stage2 would be controlled by guard g1, the controller would need to keep track of
all the g1 evaluations to determine if the output of reg_a_stage1 or reg_a_stage2 should be used. This
would also require a multiplexer that can select one of the two signals. This would lead to a more
complex fabric cell structure. Therefore Proposition 7.3 is applied when constructing the complete
register list.
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Proposition 7.3

The first register in a register chain, which input is connected to an operator as inferred by its
node, is controlled by the same guard as its inferring node is controlled by. The subsequent
registers in the register chain are controlled by the root guard.

The second stage in the register signal generation concerns the minimisation of the registers if
possible. The complete register list that serves as an input for the minimisation process can contain
more registers than needed. The reason for this is that the guard information was not exploited fully.

A hierarchical conditional dependency graph can contain more than one guard node. The
guards can be independent of each other. It is also possible that guards are not independent, in which
case the amount of registers might be reduced.

Take for example the graph as shown in Figure 6.1. There are two nodes, a and b, that are
controlled by two guards, gl and g2 respectively. The two guards gl and g2 however can not evaluate
true at the same time. Guards gl and g2 are therefore mutually exclusive. This property can be
exploited to minimise the registers behind the operators and the registers behind the guard calculators.

The algorithm used in the generator to minimise the registers behind the operational units is
made up out of twelve steps, which are executed in a loop structure covering all micro cycles per
pipeline stage, for all pipeline stages. In the algorithm description the term vector is used. This term
refers to the vector data type available in Java to create a linked list.

for <all pipeline stages ps> )
{

for <all micro cycles MC>

1. Create a vector (a) containing all nodes that are
scheduled for the current PS and MC, which are not under
direct control of the root guard. The root node should be
excluded from vector a.

2. Remove all nodes from vector a that are being controlled
by a guard that is not exclusive with any other guard.
The reSUlting vector is p.

3. Remove all nodes from vector p that are under the control
of a guard for which exclusive guards exist, but for
which all exclusive guards are not controlling any of the
other nodes in vector p. The resulting vector is called

X·
4. From all the nodes in vector X controlled by the same

guard, only the one that infers the longest register
chain should remain. The nodes that are removed from

vector X are placed in a vector called RemainingList. At
the end of this step all nodes in vector X are controlled
by a different guard.

5. Define a set of mutual exclusive guards that control
nodes in vector X. The guard set is called 0.

6. For each entry of the guard set 0, find the node in
vector X that is controlled by the entry of the guard
set. From this set of nodes the length of the common
register chain can be determined.

7. Based on the common register chain length found in step
6, an alias register name list is constructed.

8. From vector X all nodes that are controlled by a guard in
guard set ro are removed.

9. Clear guard set roo
10. Repeat {5 through 9l while (vector X not empty)
11. p = RemainingList
12. Repeat {3 through III while (RemainingList contains 2 or

more elements)
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When the algorithm as described is applied to the input information as shown in Figure 6.1,
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, the alias register name list, as shown below will be constructed. Note that the
term alias as used here is not related in any way to the alias construction ofVHDL.

I Original register name I Alias register name

I reg_a_stagel
I reg_b_stagel

I reg_a_or_b_stagel
I reg a or_b_stagel

This alias register name list is used during the signal generation. Whenever a register is
encountered in the complete register list, and that register also occurs in the alias register name list, the
alias register name is used to generate signals for the combined registers.

Using the same information about guards and their exclusiveness, the amount of registers
needed for storing the guard information might also be reduced. The algorithm used for achieving this
is very similar to the algorithm used to minimise the amount of registers behind operators as just
discussed, and therefor not described in such detail.

In the case of guard register minimisation, registers are not combined to hold several guard
results, but the longest chain from a mutual exclusive guard set is used as the only register chain for
that mutual exclusive guard set. As an example consider two guards p and q. Suppose both of these
guards are needed at pipeline stage x and x+4, and that they are mutual exclusive. In the complete
register list two register chains would be defined, as shown on the left in Figure 7.4. The minimised
register structure would only include one register chain and some inverters to create the guard not
stored in the register chain as shown on the right of Figure 7.4.

~stage"x>

~stage"x+4>

Figure 7.4 Guard register minimisation example.

The benefit of doing this is that an inverter requires less resources if the granularity of the
target FPGA is small enough, and an inverter does not need any control signals such as a load signal,
and therefore reduces the controller complexity.

After the complete register list and minimisation information have been constructed, the
register signals are added to the VHDL file. For every required register the control signals, load and
possibly reset, and the output of the register, is written to the VHDL file. Note that the input signal does
not need to be written. Since the registers are put in register chains, the input of some of the registers
are the outputs of other registers. For the remaining registers the input can either be an entity signal,
which has already be written to the VHDL file, or the output of an operator, which will be defined
when the operator signals will be written, see paragraph 7.4.4.3.
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7.4.4.2 Guard signals

After defining the register signals, the guard signals are defined. The guard signals are the
signals inferred by the guard nodes of the graph. The guard signals are the possible inputs for the guard
register chains.

For the input information as shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 the guard signals
as defined by the generator will be

-- guard signals

7.4.4.3 Operator signals

signal gl stageO
signal g2:::stageO

std logic;
std:::logic;

Next the signals for the operators are defined. Per operator of the resource constraints, the
input signals and output signals are defined. The data width of the operator output depends on the input
data width and the operator type. For example the operator signals for a multiplier, when the fabric
cell's data width is set to 16 bit will be

signal mU10_opa
signal mulO_opb
signal mula out

7.4.4.4 Operand selection signals

signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (31 downto 0);
-- full bit width result

A single operator in the resource constraints might be used to execute operations as specified
by several nodes in the graph. For example all multiplications as specified by node a, band d, as can be
seen in Figure 6.1, are executed on a single multiplier since the resource constraints (Figure 6.2)
indicate only one available multiplier.

Since the operator only has two inputs, operand A and operand B, a multiplexer in front of
each of these operands is required. Looking at the different inputs per operand the number of
multiplexer inputs can be determined, and from that the required number of selection bits for that
multiplexer can be determined.

For these multiplexers only the selection bits need to be written to the VHDL file, since the
output of the multiplexer has already been defined as the input of an operator in the previous generation
step, paragraph 7.4.4.3. The inputs of the multiplexers also do not need to be defmed at this stage of the
generation process, since the input will either be a signal already defmed in the entity description, or an
output of a register, which is already written to the VHDL file, see paragraph 7.4.4.1.

For the example as shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, the multiplexers in front of the
multiplier operand A and B signal both have three inputs, which requires two selection bits. The
generated operand selection signals for the multiplier will thus be:

signal mulO_opa_sel
signal mula opb_sel

7.4.4.5 Controller signals

std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);
std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);

The last set of signals that must be added to the VHDL file are the controller signals. They are
used to code the complete micro cycle and pipeline stage. For the scheduling information as shown in
Figure 6.3 the cycle signal requires only one bit, since there are only two cycles. The pipeline stage
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coding requires two bits since there are four pipeline stages. The signals as created by the generator
will therefore be:

-- controller signals

7.4.5 Processes

signal cycle
signal control state

std logic;
std=logic_vector (1 downto 0);

Similarly to the generation of the internal signals, the generation of the processes is performed
in steps. During these steps the information as created during the signal generation is used, and
extended with extra information needed for the process generation. The steps of the process generation
as listed below, will be described in the next sub paragraphs.

•

•

Register processes
Guard processes
Operator processes
Operand selection processes
Controller process

7.4.5.1 Register processes

To generate the processes for the registers in the fabric cell, three sources of information are
used. The first source is the complete register list. The second source of information is the alias register
name list, that contains information about which registers, on the complete register list, behind the
operators can be combined. The third information source is the list with register alternatives. This is the
list of registers that are not needed if a guard value can be expresses with inversion of his mutual
exclusive counterpart.

The generator evaluates all entries in the complete register list. If a register can be combined
with other registers, a combined register process is written to the VHDL file. If not, a normal register
process is written to the VHDL file. If a register is not needed because it represents a guard that can be
expressed as the inverse of its mutual exclusive counterpart, no register process is added. Relating to
the example as shown in Figure 7.4, this means that instead of checking q_state<x+4> ='1', the
controller process (see paragraph 7.4.5.5) will checkp_state<x+4> ='0'.

The reg_a_stage2 as shown in Figure 7.3 can not be combined with any other register, and
therefore a normal register process for this register, as shown below, will be written to the VHDL file.

reg_a_stage2 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (a_stage2_ld='1') then

a_stage2 <= a_or_b_stagel;
end if;

end if;
end process;

All register processes are triggered by a clock edge. If the load of a register is made' l' by the
controller the register will load a new value upon a clock edge. In this case the value of a_or_b_stagel.
As can be suspected from the name a_or_b_stagel, this signal represents the output of a combined
register. As can be concluded from Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3, only one of the operations as specified by
node a and node b can be executed at a single point in time, since the guards for these nodes are mutual
exclusive, and the nodes are scheduled at the same micro cycle in the same pipeline stage. The registers
reg_a_stagel and reg_b_stagel can be combined into a single register as shown.
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reg_a_or_b_stagel : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (a_or_b_stagel_ld=' 1') then

-- source selection for a_stagel
if (g2_stageO='0') then

a_or_b_stagel <= mulO_out (15 downto 0);
end if;
-- source selection for b_stagel
if (g2_stageO='1') then

a_or_b_stagel <= mulO_out (17 downto 2);
end if;

end if;
end if;

end process;

In a combined register process the guards of the original separate registers (or their equivalent
mutual exclusive inverse) are inspected to determine with what value the register should be loaded.

7.4.5.2 Guard processes

The guard processes are the processes that calculate the guards as indicated by the hierarchical
conditional dependency graph. As an example the guard process generated for guard gl as defined in
Figure 6.1 is shown. In this example the data size of the fabric cell is 16 bit.

guard gl stageD : process (0)
begin

if (0="0000000000000001") then
gl_stageO <= '1';

else
gl_stageO <= '0';

end if;
end process;

7.4.5.3 Operator processes

The next step of the process generation is the generation of the operator processes. For every
operator instance in the resource constraints an operator process needs to be added to the VHDL file.
For the operators the operations as defmed in the included library packages are used.

Special attention is paid to the mux resource. A multiplexer as mentioned in the resource
constraints can not be constructed by only looking at the inputs for this multiplexer. The output of the
multiplexer might be needed in a later pipeline stage than the pipeline stage for which the multiplexer
is scheduled. To illustrate this, consider part of a graph as depicted in Figure 7.3. The output of the mux
node which is determined in pipeline stage I is required for node d, which is scheduled for pipeline
stage 2.

During the generation of the register signals, the length of the register chains are already
adapted to cope with multiplexer resources (see paragraph 7.4.4.1). A similar strategy is applied when
constructing the process for the multiplexer resource. For the example of Figure 7.3 this means that the
output of the multiplexer resource that is scheduled to perform the operation as specified by node mux,
should carry the values of a or c suited for pipeline stage 2 since the output of the multiplexer is
required for node d, scheduled in pipeline stage 2, as shown in the example below.

muxO : process (muxO_sel, a_stage2, c_stage2)
begin

case muxO sel is
when' 0' => muxO out <= a_stage2;
when '1' => muxO out <= c_stage2;
when others => null;

end case;
end process;
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7.4.5.4 Operand selection processes

The generation of operand selection processes is essentially the same as the generation of
processes for the multiplexer resources.

All nodes that are scheduled for a single operational unit are evaluated and a list for the
required A operands and B operands is constructed. This is repeated for all operational elements in the
resource constraints. For the example shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, this would lead to
the following.

node 1 operand <a> 1 operand <b> 1 PS
1 I 1

I 1 1

Me 1 operator I opa sel I opb sel 1 guard 1
1 1 1 1----------------------1
1 I I I type I name I

c
e
a
b
d

1 stagel
d::::stage2
k
m
o_stage2

b_stagel
e
1
c_stage2
muxO out

1
2
o
o
2

o
1
1
1
o

addO
addO
mulO
mulO
mulO

'0'
, 1 '
"00"
"01"
"10"

'0'
'1 '
"00"
"01"
"10"

not
root
~1

not
root

g2
root
gl
g2
root

Based on this information the operand selection processes can be constructed. As an example
the generated operand selection process for operand B of multiplier 0 is shown below.

is
mulO_opb
mulO_opb
mulO_opb
null;

mux_mulO_opb : process
begin

case mulO_opb_sel
when "00" =>
when "01" =>
when "10" =>
when others =>

end case;
end process;

7.4.5.5 Controller process

<= 1;
<= c_stage2;
<= muxO_out;

After all the steps as described in the previous paragraphs have been completed, the data path
of the fabric cell is completely described in the VHDL file. The last part that needs to be added is the
controller to control the actions of the datapath.

The controller process always has a similar skeleton. It consists out of three parts. The first
part defines what happens to the relevant internal signals when the reset of the fabric cell is activated.
The second part allows the activities of the fabric cell to be halted, in case the root signal of the fabric
cell is made false ('0'). The third an fmal part of the controller is the state machine that implements the
pipeline. For the state machine Proposition 6.3 applies.

For the scheduling example of Figure 6.3, where there number of cycles is two and the
number of pipeline stages is three, the skeleton is shown below.

-- controller process

controller : process (rst, root, clk)
begin

if (rst='l') then asynchronous high reset
-- signals to reset go here
cycle <= '0';
control state <= "00";

elsif (root='O') then halt all operations/stall pipeline
null;

elsif (clk'event and clk='l') then
case cycle is

when '0' => case control state is
when "00" => -- cycle = 0, pipeline stage °

cycle <= '1';
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-- s.i.gna1s to
when "01" => -- cycle = 0,

cycle <= '1';
-- s.i.gna1s to

when "10" => -- cycle = 0,
cycle <= '1';
-- s.i.~1s to

when "11" => -- cycle = 0,
cycle <= '1';
-- s.i.~1s to

when others => null;
end case;

when '1' => case control state is
when "00" => -- cycle = 1,

cycle <= '0';
control state
-- s.i.gna1s to

when "01" => -- cycle = 1,
cycle <= '0';
control state
-- s.i.9!!a1s to

when "10" => -- cycle - 1,
cycle <= '0';
control state
-- s.i.gnals to

when "11" => -- cycle = I,
cycle <= '0';
-- s.i.~1s to

when others => null;
end case;

when others => null;
end case;

end if;
end process;
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8 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

In the previous chapter the fabric cell generator is explained. This chapter shows some
experimental results that are obtained by using the fabric cell generator.

The aim of the experimental research is to further analyse and verify the correct working of
the fabric cell generator for a large class of algorithms from the field of multi-media image and signal
processing.

Each of the four following paragraphs briefly discusses an example. The examples discussed
in this chapter are typical examples of fabric cells for which a design will be made. The first example
discussed is the same example as used in chapter 6, for which VHDL code was constructed manually.

The other examples discussed in this chapter are not used in the previous chapters, and when
necessary will be explained briefly in this chapter.

The final paragraph in this chapter shows the conclusions from the experimental research.

8.1 EXPERIMENT 1 - A MATRIX PROCESSING FUNCTION

Experiment I is the same function as used in chapter 6. The input information for the fabric
cell generator is repeated in Figure 8.1 for convenience.

{
DOt

roo

Iter= 2 iter= 1 iter= 0

-1 fMlt mlroe>t •

m

rr-:o_ot-;;-ro:;-o_t-~;r;;;~j';I::;Z;;Wj;;::=.-=:=-t---;;;:;;-;::t----:d;;tCYC leO
=1 gl ...+-...8 cycle 1

Figure 8.1 Experiment I input information.

The input information as shown in Figure 8.1 was processed by the fabric cell generator. The
fabric cell generator creates two files based on this input. A report file (.rpt) and the file (.vhd)
containing a description of the architecture of the cell in VHDL code. In Appendix E the report file as
generated by the generator is displayed. Appendix F shows the VHDL code that was generated.
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The VHDL code as shown in Appendix F was compiled and simulated. The stimulus file used
to test this fabric cell is the same as the stimulus used in chapter 6 to test the manually constructed
VHDL, and can be found in Appendix B.

In chapter 6 it was already concluded that the output e of the fabric cell should produce the
values 20, 50 and 322 given this stimulus. The simulation result for the generated fabric cell is shown
in Appendix G. The result is according to the expectation, and similar to the simulation result of the
manually constructed fabric cell, as displayed in Appendix C.

The architecture of the generated fabric cell is shown in Figure 8.2, and is almost the same as
the architecture of the manually constructed fabric cell as discussed in chapter 6 and shown in Figure
6.10. The difference lies in the signal naming and the coding of the operand selection processes in front
of the multiplier and adder. This however is not relevant for the functioning of the fabric cell.

--- -- -- - ----- --- .- .. - ----- _.- - .......

"

<lstage1>

------.---.-----.--- e

Figure 8.2 Generated fabric cell architecture experiment I.

8.2 EXPERIMENT 2 - MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLICATION

The second experiment is a matrix vector multiplication, a function often used in multimedia
applications. If the matrix is 2x2, the multiplication can be described as:

(
a1 a2\ (d1\ =( a1 d1 + a2d2 J=(r1\
b1 b~ d2) b1d1 + b2d2 r~ (Equation 8.1)
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In Figure 8.3 the input infonnation for the matrix vector multiplication is shown. The resource
constraints are chosen such that a single rx, r I or r2 as expressed in (Equation 8.1), can be detennined
in two consecutive cycles. To do so, two multipliers and a single adder are needed.

{oat
roo

b2

I root +

iter-1 iter-O

Figure 8.3 Experiment 2 input information.

b2d2

The input infonnation as shown in Figure 8.3 was provided to the fabric cell generator, which
resulted in the generation of a fabric cell, with an architecture as shown in Figure 8.4.

/

I

'.
\

'. r1 •. _ .• _ .. __ • r2 .. _ ..

Figure 8.4 Generated fabric cell architecture experiment 2.
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To verify if the generated fabric cell functions correctly, the cell was compiled and simulated.
The stimulus used during the simulation and the expected results are:

• Input: al=l, a2=2, bl=3, b2=4, dl=5, d2=6
Output: !rl=14, Ir2=3~

• Input: al=7, a2=8, bl=9, b2=IO, dl=ll, d2=12
Output: Irl=17~, 1r2=21~

• Input: al=-13, a2=-14, bl=15, b2=16, dl=17, d2=-18
Output: Irl=311, 1r2- 3~

The result of the simulation can be found in Appendix H. From the timing diagram in
Appendix H it can be concluded that the generated fabric cell produces the expected results, and
therefore it can be said that the generated fabric cell functions correctly.

8.3 EXPERIMENT 3 - A PIXEL PROCESSING FUNCTION

The third experiment is again an arbitrary function. Figure 8.5 shows the original C code of
the function and its accompanying hierarchical conditional dependency graph with the resource
constraints, and scheduling infonnation.

for (i=O: i<75: i++)

{ ,.'_"_00--'-'--"-"-"-'--"-"-..
i x1 =k[i)' I[i] - (I[i]-m[i)): l
i x2 =x1 + n[i]: :
1 x3 = x2 lit o[i]; :
i x4 =x3 + p[i): :
"" - .._.._.. _.._.._.._.. - .._"-.'-'.'

Figure 8.5 Experiment 3 input information and the original C code.

+

[oat
roo

The architecture as generated by the fabric cell generator is depicted in Figure 8.6. To verify
the correctness of the cell, the cell was compiled and simulated. The stimulus and expected results for
this experiment are:

• Input: k= 1, 1=6, m=2, n=8, 0=63, p=5
Intennediate: xla=6, xlb=4, xl=2, x2=IO, x3=630
Output: ~4=63~
Input: k=O, 1=32 m=-6, n=24, 0=2, p=-15
Intennediate' xla=O xlb=38 xl=-38 x2=-14 x3=-28
Output: IX4=~4~' , , ,
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• Input: k=96, 1=21, m=208, n=4, 0=-11, p=247525
Intermediate: xla=2016, xlb=-187, xl=2203, x2=2207, x3=-24277
Output: IX4=47~

The result of the simulation can be found in Appendix 1. From the simulation result it can be
seen that the fabric cell produces the expected output.

.. - ..-------------.- I -._ .. - .._.. m ---.----------

x4

k •• _ •• - •• _ •• - 0 '-"--'-"-"'•

,

'.

Figure 8.6 Generated fabric cell architecture experiment 3.

8.4 EXPERIMENT 4 - BUTTERFLY FROM FFT

The fourth and fmal experiment discussed in this thesis, is a butterfly as used in a fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The input information as before consists out of a graph, resource constraints and a
scheduling diagram, as depicted in Figure 8.7.

This input information was turned into an architecture, by the fabric cell generator. The
resulting architecture is shown in Figure 8.8.

To verify the cell, the cell is compiled and a stimulus IS applied. The stimulus and the
expected results are:

•

•

Inputa=l,b=2,c=3,d=4,e=5,f=6
Intermediate: BinExp_3=2, BinExp_4=12, BinExp_6=6, BinExp_7=4,

BinEx2 5=14, BinE~ 8=10
Output lBinExp=9!, IBinExp O=l~, Ir--B-in-E-xp-l=--4j, lBinExp 2=1~
Input: a=7, b=8, c=9, d=lO, e=ll, f=12
Intermediate: BinExp_3=56, BinExp_4=90, BinExp_6=72, BinExp_7=70,

BinExp_5=146, BinExp_8=142
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Output: IBinExp=13~, IBinExp 0=157], IBinExp 1=-13ij, IBinExp 2=15~

The simulation result can be found in Appendix J, and is according to the expected result.

root
root

iter-1

cycle 0 root root_a_b

cycle 1 _ c _ d _ BinExp_3

iter-O

_BlnEXP_' +

Resources I root + +

Figure 8.7 Experiment 4 input information.

e -----------------.--.------.- f ---.--.-.------.------------------- •• ---------- •• a

<Cstage1>

c ----- b d ~--------~._ ... ----_._ .._.._.._......

"
'. BinExp ~i~'::'!'= ~ . ._.__ .._. .._.._. __ .._. ._.._.._.._.

Figure 8.8 Generated fabric cell architecture experiment 4.

8.5 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

The fabric cell generation for the experiments shown in the previous paragraphs, representing
a large class of algorithms from the field of multi-media image and signal processing, has been
successful. The aim of the experimental research has been realised.
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In all cases, the generated fabric cell hardware description contained no syntax errors. The
fabric cell hardware descriptions were all compiled successfully.

The simulations of the compiled cells were all in agreement with the expected results of the
cells, which indicates that the semantics of the generated hardware descriptions of the cells seem to be
correct.
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9 CONCLUSION

The work reported in this thesis consists out of two tasks. The first task of the work was to get
a system development platform up and running to which a fabric can be connected. The second part of
the work, which is the main focus in this thesis, was to develop and implement a fabric cell generation
method and corresponding prototype tool.

From the description of this report and the experimental results as shown in the previous
chapter, it can be concluded that an adequate automatic generation for a fabric cell's hardware,
described in the VHDL language, is possible and achieved. A method for the automatic fabric cell
hardware generation from a HCDG has been developed, implemented and tested on several benchmark
designs. The VHDL code that is generated contains no syntax errors, and seems to be also semantically
correct, what follows from all the reported experiments.

Also the main processor architecture and the interface between the processor and the fabric
have been analysed. This way, all tasks of the work reported here have been realised.

The fabric cell hardware generation tool is intended to create fabric cells, to be used to build a
complete fabric-based reconfigurable system. The cells that are created perform the function as
described by the hierarchical conditional dependency graph, the resource constraints and the scheduling
information only. It should be realised that the generated entity does not necessarily have to be used in
a fabric or fabric cell. It can also be used in all other contexts for which it is appropriate.

As discussed in chapter 6, a specific set up of the architecture is used for the manually coded
example. The use of the serial register chains instead of using parallel register sets. The benefit of
doing so is of course a reduced amount of registers in the actual realisation, but also the reduction of
controller complexity, both contributing to a smaller design.

A consequence of this decision is that all the architectures that the fabric cell generator
creates, use this type of architecture. Although this architecture type is appropriate for a large class of
algorithms including all algorithms used as test cases, it is not unlikely that this type of architecture is
not optimal for certain types of algorithms that can be described with a hierarchical conditional
dependency graph, resource constraints and scheduling information. Therefore a remark needs to be
made that, although the fabric cell design process can be automated, it is always the responsibility of
the user to understand what the tool does, and verify if the outcome is suited for the intended use. Also,
the fabric cell generator does not verify the validity of he input information. If an incorrect scheduling
is provided to the generator, the generator will not issue a warning, and simply create a realisation that
is in agreement with the input information.

The fabric cell generator as discussed in this thesis is by no means a finished commercial
product. It is a research tool. Moreover, it may need some extensions and changes to be able to cope
with another architectural need of computational processes or future implementations of resource types.

As can be concluded, also from this report, automated design processes can result in high
quality products and significantly speed up the design time for new products. Some of the things that
they can however not do, is to decide on behalf of the designer if he or she is satisfied with the
automatically generated design, and on behalf of the consumer if he or she wants to purchase the
product. Moreover, the time it takes for a consumer to make up his or her mind to purchase a product
will probably always be shorter than the development time of that product. Moreover, the digital
consumer demands grow and change quickly. In this context reconfigurable systems can play an
important role.
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Appendix A: manually constructed VHDL of fabric cell

File:
-- Date:
-- Author:

cell.vhd
17-07-2005
A. Douglas

-- Manual implementation of cell entity, all words assumed 16 bits

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic 1164.all;
use IEEE.numeric bit.all;

entity cell
port

end cell;

is
clk
rst
root
k
1
m
o
e

in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
buffer signed (15 downto 0) ) ;

architecture functional of cell is

-- guard signals

signal gl stageO
signal g2 stageO

-- register output signals

signal 1_stage1
signal 0 stage1
signal o_stage2
signal g2 stage1
signal d
signal b or a
signal a
signal c
--signal e

-- register load signals

signal 1_stage1_ld
signal o_stage1 ld
signal o_stage2 ld
signal g2_stage1 ld
signal d ld
signal b or a ld
signal a ld
signal c ld
signal e ld

-- register reset signals

signal nrst

std_logic;
std_logic;

signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;
signed (15 downto 0) ;

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;

-- signals for the operators

signal mulO_opa
signal mulO_opb

signed (15 downto 0);
: signed (15 downto 0);
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signal mulO out tmp

signal mulO out
signal addO_opa
signal addO_opb
signal addO out
signal muxO out
signal muxO sel

: signed (31 downto 0);
-- full bitwidth result

signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;

-- signals for selecting operands of * and +

begin

signal mulO_opa_sel
signal mulO_opb_sel
signal addO_opa_sel
signal addO opb sel

-- controller state signals

signal cycle
signal control state

-- guard calculation

calc_gl : process (0)
begin

std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);
std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic;

std_logic;
std_logic_vector (2 downto 0);
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if (0="0000000000000001") then
gl stageO <= '1';

else
gl stageO <= '0';

end if;
end process;

calc_g2 : process (gl stageO)
begin

g2 stageO <= not gl stageO;
end process;

-- Register processes

reg_l_stagel : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (1 stagel_ld='l') then

1 stagel <= 1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_o_stagel : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (0 stagel_ld='l') then

o_stagel <= 0;
end if;

end if;
end process;



reg_o_stage2 : process (elk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (o_stage2_ld='1') then

o stage2 <= 0 stage1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg g2 stagel : process (elk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (g2_stage1_ld='1') then

g2_stage1 <= g2 stageO;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg d : process (elk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (d_ld='l') then

d <= mulO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_b_or a : process (elk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (b_or_a_ld='l') then

b or a <= mulO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_a : process (elk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (a_ld='l') then

a <= b or a;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg c : process (elk, nrst)
begin

if (nrst='O') then -- asynchronous not reset
c <= "0000000000000001"; -- default multiplier input

elsif (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (c_ld='l') then

c <= addO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg e : process (clk, nrst)
begin

if (nrst='O') then -- asynchronous not reset
e <= "0000000000000000"; -- default adder input

elsif (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (e ld='l') then

e <= addO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;
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-- operator processes

mulO full : process (mulO opa, mulO opb)
begin

mulO out tmp <= mulO opa * mulO opb; -- full bitwidth answer
end process;

mulO_part : process (mulO_out tmp)
begin

mulO out <= mulO_out_tmp (15 downto 0);
-- select a part of full answer

end process;

addO : process (addO opa, addO opb)
begin

addO out <= addO opa + addO opb;
end process;

muxO : process (muxO sel, a, c)
begin

case muxO sel is
when '0 ' => muxO out <= a;

-
when '1 ' => muxO out <= c;-
when others => null;

end case;
end process;

-- operator operand multiplexing processes

mux_mulO opa : process (mulO_opa sel, k, c, o_stage2)
begin

case mulO_opa_sel
when "00"
when "01"
when "10"
when others

end case;
end process;

is
=>
=>
=>
=>

mulO_opa
mU10_opa
mulO_opa
null;

<= k;
<= c;
<= 0 stage2;

mux_mulO opb : process (mulO opb_sel, 1, m, muxO_out)
begin

case mulO_opb_sel
when "00"
when "01"
when "10"
when others

end case;
end process;

is
=>
=>
=>
=>

mulO_opb
mulO_opb
muIO_opb
null;

<= 1;
<= m;
<= muxO out;

mux addO opa : process (addO_opa sel, 1 stagel, e)
begin

case addO opa sel is
when '0 ' => addO opa <= 1 stagel;

-
when '1' => addO_opa <= e;
when others => null;

end case;
end process;

mux addO opb : process (addO opb_sel, b_or_a, d)
begin

case
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addO_opb_sel
when '0'
when '1'
when others

end case;
end process;

is
=>
=>
=>

addO_opb <= b or a;
addO_opb <= d;
null;



-- controller process

halt all operations/stall pipeline

, I' ;
, I' ;
<= '1';

case control state is
when "000" => nrst <= '1';

1_stage1_ld <=
o_stage1_ld <=
--g2_stage1_ld
cycle <= '1';

when "001" => b or a Id <= 'a';
- --

1_stage1_ld <= '1';
o_stage1_ld <= '1';
--g2_stage1_ld <= '1';
g2 stage1 Id <= 'a';
o_stage2 Id <= '1';
a Id <= '1';
if (g2_stage1='l') then

addO_opa_sel <= 'a';
addO_opb_sel <= 'a';
c Id <= '1';

end if;
cycle <= '1';

when "010" => b_or_a_ld <= 'a';
1_stage1_ld <= '1';
o_stage1_ld <= '1';
--g2_stage1_ld <= '1';
g2_stage1_ld <= 'a';
o_stage2_ld <= '1';
a_ld <= '1';
if (g2_stage1='l') then

addO_opa_sel <= 'a';
addO_opb_sel <= 'a';
c_ld <= '1';

end if;
mulO_opa_sel <= "10";
mulO_opb_sel <= "10";
d Id <= '1';
cycle <= '1';

when "all" => b_or_a_ld <= 'a';
e Id <= 'a';
1_stage1_ld <= '1';
o_stage1_ld <= '1';
--g2 stage1_ld <= '1';
g2_stage1_ld <= 'a';
o_stage2_ld <= '1';
a_ld <= '1';
if (g2_stage1='l') then

addO opa sel <= 'a';

=>

controller : process (rst, root, clk)
begin

if (rst='l') then -- asynchronous reset
1_stage1_ld <= 'a';
o_stagel_ld <= 'a';
o_stage2_ld <= '0';
g2_stage1_ld <= 'a';
d_ld <= '0';
b_or_a_ld <= 'a';
a Id <= '0';
c Id <= '0';
e Id <= '0';
nrst <= '0';
cycle <= 'a';
control_state <= "000";

elsif (root='O') then
null;

elsif (clk'event and clk='l') then
case cycle is

when 'a'
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when '1'

addO_opb_se1 <= '0';
c_ld<= '1';

end if;
mulO_opa_sel <= "10";
mUIO_opb_sel <= "10";
d Id <= '1';
cycle <= '1';

when "100" => null;
-- not needed for this architecture

when "101" => null;
-- not needed for this architecture

when others => null;
end case;

=> case control state is
when "000" => l_stagel 1d <= '0';

o_stage1_1d <= '0';
--g2_stagel Id <= '0';
g2_stage1_1d <= '1';
if (gl_stageO='l') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "00";
mulO_opb_sel <= "00";
b_or_a_ld <= '1';

end if;
if (g2_stageO='1'l then

mulO_opa_sel <= "01";
mulO_opb_sel <= "01";
b_or_a_ld <= '1';

end if;
cycle <= '0';
control state <= "001";

when "001" => 1_stage1_1d <= '0';
o_stage1_1d <= '0';
--g2_stage1_1d <= '0';
g2_stage1_1d <= '1';
o_stage2_1d <= '0';
a Id <= '0';
c Id <= '0';
if (gl_stageO='l') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "00";
mulO opb_sel <= "00";
b or a Id <= '1';- --

end if;
if (g2_stageO='1') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "01";
mulO_opb_sel <= "01";
b_or_a_ld <= '1';

end if;
if (g2_stage1='1') then

muxO sel <= '1'; mux output is c
else

muxO se1 <= '0'; -- mux output is a
end if;
cycle <= '0';
control state <= "010";

when "010" => 1_stage1_ld <= '0';
o_stagel_1d <= '0';
--g2_stage1_ld <= '0';
g2_stage1_ld <= '1';
o_stage2_ld <= '0';
a ld <= '0';
c ld <= '0';
d ld <= '0';
if (gl_stageO='l') then

mulO_opa_se1 <= "00";
mulO_opb_sel <= "00";
b_or_a ld <= '1';

end if;



if (g2_stageO='1'J then
mulO_opa_sel <= "01";
mulO_opb_sel <= "01";
b_or_a_ld <= '1';

end if;
if (g2_stage1='1') then

muxO sel <= '1'; mux output is c
else

muxO sel <= '0'; -- mux output is a
end if;
addO opa sel <= '1';
addO_opb_sel <= '1';
e ld <= '1';
cycle <= '0';
control state <= "all";

when "all" => 1_stage1_ld <= '0';
o_stage1_ld <= '0';
--g2_stage1_ld <= '0';
g2 stage1_ld <= '1';
o_stage2_ld <= '0';
a ld <= '0';
c ld <= '0';
d_ld <= '0';
if (gl_stageO='l') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "00";
mulO_opb_sel <= "00";
b_or_a_ld <= '1';

end if;
if (g2_stageO='1') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "01";
mulO_opb_sel <= "01";
b or a ld <= '1';

- --
end if;
if (g2_stage1='1') then

muxO sel <= '1'; mux output is c
else

muxO sel <= '0'; mux output is a
end if;
addO_opa sel <= '1';
addO_opb_sel <= '1';
e_ld <= '1';
cycle <= '0';
-- control state will stay "all" !

when "100" => null;
-- not needed for this architecture

when "101" => null;
-- not needed for this architecture

when others => null;
end case;

when others => null;
end case;

end if;
end process;

end functional;
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Appendix B: ModelSim stimulus macro for the fabric cell

File:
-- Date:
-- Author:

cell.do
17-07-2005
A. Douglas

-- Stimulus for cell.vhd

force clk 1 5, 0 10 -repeat 10
force rst 1
force root 1
run 23

force rst 0
force k "0000000000000001"
force I "0000000000000010"
force m "0000000000000011"
force a "0000000000000100"
run 20

force k "0000000000000101"
force I "0000000000000110"
force m "0000000000000111"
force a "0000000000000001"
run 20

force k "0000000000000010"
force I "0000000000000100"
force m "0000000000000110"
force a "0000000000001000"
run 20

force k "0000000000000001"
force I "0000000000000010"
force m "0000000000000011"
force a "0000000000000100"
run 20

force k "0000000000000101"
force I "0000000000000110"
force m "0000000000000111"
force a "0000000000000001"
run 20

force k "0000000000000010"
force I "0000000000000100"
force m "0000000000000110"
force a "0000000000001000"
run 20
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Appendix C: simulation results of fabric cell
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Appendix E: generated report file

-- vhdl file:
-- report file:

CellTest.vhd
CellTest.rpt

-- generation started on:
-- generation started at:

Saturday, 29 April 2006
14:39

fabric cell generator settings:
data width: 16 bits
controller clock edge: rising
register clock edge: falling
fabric cell reset: active high

= LIBRARIES =

Including libraries.

= ENTITY =

Generating entity for CellTest:
- clock, reset and root
- inputs and outputs of the graph
- leaves of the graphs (data end nodes)

= INTERNAL SIGNALS =

Determining registers required behind inputs:
- input k requires 0 register(s)
- input 1 requires 1 register(s)
- input m requires 0 register(s)
- input 0 requires 2 register(s)

Determining registers required after guard calculation:
NOTE: routine does not optimise amount of regs based on mutual exclusiveness of
guards!

- guard gl (internally named gl stageO) requires 1 register(s)
- guard g2 (internally named g2 stageO) requires 1 register(s)

register(s)
register (s)
register(s)
register(s)
register(s)

requires 2
requires 1
requires 1
requires 1
requires 1

Determining registers required after operations:
NOTE: routine does not optimise amount of regs based on mutual exclusiveness of
guards!

- operation a
- operation b
- operation c
- operation d
- operation e

Register overview:
Reglster: reg 1 stagel

- input 1 [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output 1 stagel [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 0
- pipeline stage for node 0

Register: reg_o_stage2
- input
- output
- reset value
- controlling guard type
- controlling guard name
- micro cycle for node
- pipeline stage for node

o_stagel
o stage2
none
root
root
o
o

[signed (15 downto 0)]
[signed (15 downto 0)]
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Register: reg_o_stagel
- input 0 [signed (15 downto O) ]
- output 0 stagel [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 0
- pipeline stage for node 0

Reglster: reg_gl stagel
- input gl stageO [std_logic]
- output gl stagel [std_logic]-- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Reglster: reg_g2 stagel
- input g2 stageO [std_logic]
- output g2 stagel [std_logic]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Register: reg_a_stage2
- input a stagel [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output a stage2 [signed (15 downto 0) J
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Reglster: reg a stagel
- input mulO out (15 downto 0) [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output a stagel [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type =1

controlling guard name gl
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Register: reg_b_stagel
- input mulO out (15 downto 0) [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output b stagel [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type not
- controlling guard name g2
- micro cycle for node 1
- pipeline stage for node 0

Register: reg_c_stage2
- input addO out [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output c_stage2 [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value 0000000000000001
- controlling guard type not
- controlling guard name g2
- micro cycle for node 0
- pipeline stage for node 1

Register: reg_d_stage2
- input mulO out (15 downto 0) [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- output d stage2 [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value none
- controlling guard type root
- controlling guard name root
- micro cycle for node 0
- pipeline stage for node 2

Register: reg_e_stage2
- input addO out [signed (15 downto 0) ]-
- output e [signed (15 downto 0) ]
- reset value 0000000000000000
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- controlling guard type
- controlling guard name
- micro cycle for node
- pipeline stage for node

root
root
1
2

Building register alias list.
This list contains an overview of registers holding operational results,
that can be combined into an alias register. This combining of registers
is based on the exclusiveness of guards.

Pipeline stage (PS)=O, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- list is empty ...
Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration) :

- list is empty ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=O, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- guard gl with max data register depth 2 is associated with node a
- guard g2 with max data register depth 1 is associated with node b

Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration) :
- list is empty ...

Elements of the guard set for register joining:
- gl, g2

For this guard set the following applies:
- the joined register name is reg_a_or_b
- the joined register depth is 1

Adding alias name(s) to list:
- register reg_a_stagel has alias reg_a_or b stagel
- register reg_b_stagel has alias reg_a_or_b_stagel

Removing used elements from maximum data register depth per guard list:
- node a removed .
- node b removed .

Guard set cleared.

Pipeline stage (PS)=l, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- node c removed for register joining procedure ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- list is empty ...
Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration) :

- list is empty ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=l, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- list is empty ...
Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration) :

- list is empty ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=2, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- list is empty ...
Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration):

- list is empty ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=2, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:
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- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Maximum data register depth per guard list:

- list is empty ...
Remaining list (elements to be used in next register joining iteration) :

- list is empty ...

The alias list for registers behind operators:

I Original register name I Alias register name

I reg_a_stagel
I reg_b_stagel

I reg a or_b_stagel
I reg_a_or_b_stagel

Building register alternative list
This list contains an overview of registers holding guard results,
that can be removed because of redundancy. This removing of registers
is based on the exclusiveness of guards.

Pipeline stage (PS)=O, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=O, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
Elements of the guard set for register alternatives:

- gl, g2

For this guard set the following applies:
- the alternative register name is reg_g2
- the alternative register depth is 1

Adding alternative name(s) to list:
- reglster reg gl_stageO has alternative reg_g2_stageO
- reglster reg_gl stagel has alternatlve reg_g2 stagel

Removing used elements from guard list:
- node gl removed .
- node g2 removed .

Guard set cleared.

Pipeline stage (PS)=l, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=l, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=2, Micro cycle (MC)=O
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...

Pipeline stage (PS)=2, Micro cycle (MC)=l
Looking for nodes without exclusive guards:

- no nodes found without any exclusive guards ...
Looking for nodes with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination:

- no nodes found with exclusive guards not used in this (PS,MC) combination ...
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The alternative list for registers behind guards:

I Original register name I Alternative register name

I reg_gl_stageO
I reg_gl stagel

I reg_g2 stageO
I reg_g2_stagel

Writing signals (output and load) for registers:
- reg_l_stagel

reg_o_stage2
reg_o_stagel
reg_gl stagel ::> SKIPPED: alternative register exists (NOT reg_g2 stagel)
reg_g2 stagel
reg_a_stage2
reg a stagel ==> SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg_a_or_b_stagel)
reg_b_stagel ==> SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg_a_or_b_stagel)
reg_c_stage2
reg_d_stage2
reg e stage2
reg_a_or_b_stagel

Determining guard signals:
- guard <gl stageO> will be calculated by process <guard_gl_stageO>
- guard <g2_stageO> will be calculated by process <guard_g2_stageO>

Writing guard signals:
- gl stageO
- g2 stageO

Writing operator signals:
- output and selection signals for multiplexer 0

operand and output signals for adder 0
operand and output signals for multiplier 0

Writing operand selection signals:
- adding selection signals for adder 0
- adding selection signals for multiplier 0

Writing controller signals:
NOTE: routine assumes that each operation takes 1 clock cycle to complete!

- writing signal for micro cycle
- writing signal for pipeline stage

proposition used: number of states = number of pipeline stages + 1,
each state having as many micro cycles as there are
micro cycles in each iteration of the scheduling output.

= ARCHITECTURAL PROCESSES =

Generating processes for registers:
- reg 1 stagel

reg_o_stage2
reg_o_stagel
reg_gl_stagel ==> SKIPPED: alternative register exists (NOT reg_g2_stagel)
reg g2 stagel
reg_a_stage2
reg a stagel ==> SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg_a_or_b_stagel)
reg_b_stagel ==> SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg a or_b_stagel)
reg_c_stage2
reg_d_stage2
reg_e_stage2
reg_a_or_b_stagel

Generating processes for guard calculation:
- guard_gl stageD
- guard_g2_stageD

Making multiplexer resource list:

PS pipeline stage
MC micro cycle
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Generating processes for operators:
- process for mUltiplexer 0
- process for adder 0
- process for multiplier 0

Creating operand selection list:

PS
MC

pipeline stage
micro cycle

opa sel
opb sel

operand <a> selection
operand <b> selection

node operand <a> operand <b> PS Me operator opa sel opb sel I guard I
1----------------------1
I ~ype I name I

I c I - stagel b
-

staqel 1 addO '0 ' '0' not g2
1 e d- stage2 e 2 addO ' l' '1 ' root root
I a k 1 0 mulO "00" "00" ~1 gl

I b m c sL:age2 0 mulO "01" "01 " not g2
d o_srage2 muxO- out 2 mulO "10" "10" root root

Generating operand selection processes:
- operand <a> selection process for addO
- operand <b> selection process for addO
- operand <a> selection process for mulO
- operand <b> selection process for mulO

Generating controller process:
- writing signal conditions upon reset

- gl stage1 ld <= '0'; ==> SKIPPED: alternative register exists (NOT
reg g2 stage 1)

-- a stage1 ld <= '0'; ==> SKIPPED: alias reglster exists (reg_a_or_b_stage1)
- b_stage1_ld <= '0'; ==> SKIPPED: alias register exists (reg a or_b_stage1)

- writing null action upon inactive root(='O')
- writing action required upon active clock edge:

- micro cycle (0), pipeline stage (0)
- micro cycle (0), pipeline stage (1)
- micro cycle (0), pipeline stage (2)
- micro cycle (0), pipeline stage (3)
- micro cycle (1), pipeline stage (0)
- micro cycle (1), pipeline stage (1)
- micro cycle (1), pipeline stage (2)
- micro cycle (1), pipeline stage (3)

= FINISHED FABRIC SUB CELL GENERATION =
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Appendix F: generated VHDL of fabric cell

-- vhdl file:
-- report file:

-- generation started on:
-- generation started at:

CellTest. vhd
CellTest.rpt

Saturday, 29 April 2006
14:39

fabric cell generator settings:
data width: 16 bits
controller clock edge: rising
register clock edge: falling
fabric cell reset: active high

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std logic 1164.all;
use IEEE.numeric_bit.all;

entity CellTest is
port ( clk

root
rst
k
1
m
o
e

end CellTest;

in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
in signed (15 downto 0);
buffer signed (15 downto 0));

architecture functional of CellTest is

-- register output and load signals

signal 1 stagel
signal 1 stagel ld
signal 0 stage2
signal o_stage2 ld
signal 0 stagel
signal o_stagel ld
signal g2 stagel
signal g2 stagel ld
signal a_stage2
signal a stage2 ld
signal c_stage2
signal c stage2 ld
signal d stage2
signal d stage2 ld
-- signal e
signal e ld
signal a or b stagel
slgnal a or_b_stagel_ld

-- guard signals

slgnal gl stageO
slgnal g2 stageO

-- operator signals

signal muxO out
signal muxO sel
signal addO_opa
signal addO_opb
signal addO out
signal mulO opa
signal mulO opb
signal mulO out

-- operand selection signals

signal addO opa sel

signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;

: signed (15 downto 0); -- already in entity
std_logic;
signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic;

std_logic;
std_logic;

signed (15 downto 0);
std_logic; -- number of inputs on mux node: 2
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (15 downto 0);
signed (31 downto 0); -- full bit width result

std logic;
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signal addO_opb_sel
signal mulO_opa_se1
signal mulO opb sel

-- controller signals

signal cycle
signal control state

begin

-- register processes

std_logic;
std logic vector (1 downto 0);
std=logic=vector (1 downto 0);

std_logic;
std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);

reg_l_stage1 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (1_stage1_ld='1') then

1_stage1 <= 1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_o_stage2 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (o_stage2_ld='1') then

o_stage2 <= ° stage1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_o_stage1 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (o_stage1_ld='1') then

o_stage1 <= 0;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_g2 stage1 process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (g2 stage1 ld='l') then

g2_stage1 <= g2 stageO;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_a_stage2 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (a_stage2_ld='1') then

a_stage2 <= a_or_b_stage1;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_c_stage2 process (clk, rst)
begin

if (rst='l') then
c_stage2 <= "0000000000000001";

elsif (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (c_stage2_ld='1') then

c_stage2 <= addO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_d_stage2 : process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (d_stage2_ld='1') then

d_stage2 <= mulO out (15 downto 0);
end if;

end if;
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end process;

reg_e_stage2 process (clk, rst)
begin

if (rst='l') then
e <= "0000000000000000";

elsif (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (e_ld='l') then

e <= addO out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

reg_a_or_b_stage1 process (clk)
begin

if (clk'event and clk='O') then
if (a_or_b_stagel_ld='l') then

-- source selection for a stage1
if (g2_stageO='0') then

a_or_b_stage1 <= mulO out (15 downto 0);
end if;
-- source selection for b_stagel
If (g2 stageO='l') then

a_or_b_stage1 <= mulO out (15 downto 0);
end if;

end if;
end if;

end process;

-- guard calculation processes

guard_g1_stageO ; process (o)
begin
if (0="0000000000000001") then

gl stageD <= '1';
else

gl stageD <= '0';
end if;

end process;

guard g2 stageD : process (gl stageD)
begin

g2 stageD <= not gl stageD;
end process;

-- operator processes

muxO ; process (muxO sel, a_stage2, c stage2)
begin

case muxO sel is
when '0' => muxO out <= a_stage2;
when '1' => muxO out <= c_stage2;
when others => null;

end case;
end process;

addO : process (addO opa, addO opb)
begin

addO out <= addO opa + addO opb;
end process;

mU10_full : process (mulO opa, mulO_opb)
begin

mulO out <= mulO opa * mulO opb; -- full bit width result
end process;

-- operand selection processes

is
addO opa
addO_opa
null;

mux_addO_opa : process
begin

case addO_opa sel
when '0' =>
when '1' =>
when others =>

<= 1 stage1;
<= d_stage2;
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is
addO opb
addO opb
null;

end case;
end process;

mux addO opb ; process
begin

case addO_opb_sel
when '0' =>
when '1' =>
when others =>

end case;
end process;

<= a_or_b_stage1;
<= ei

mux_mulO opa : process (mulO opa se1, k, m, o_stage2)
begin

case mulO opa sel is
when "00" => mulO opa <= k;
when "01" => mulO opa <= m;
when "10" => mulO opa <= 0 stage2;
when others => null;

end case;
end process;

is
mu10 opb
mulO opb
mulO_opb
null;

mux mulO opb : process
begin -

case mulO_opb_sel
when "00" =>
when "01" =>
when "10" =>
when others =>

end case;
end process;

-- controller process

<= 1;
<= c stage2;
<= muxO out;

halt all operations/stall pipeline

asynchronous high reset

=> case control state is
when "00" =>

controller : process (rst, root, clk)
begin

if (rst='l') then
1 stage1 Id <= '0';
o_stage2 Id <= '0';
o_stage1_ld <= '0';
g2_stage1_ld <= '0';
a stage2_ld <= '0';
c_stage2 Id <= '0';
d_stage2_ld <= '0';
e_ld <= '0';
a_or_b_stage1 Id <= '0';
cycle <= '0';
control state <= "00";

elsif (root='O') then
null;

elsif (clk'event and clk='l') then
case cycle is

when '0'
cycle = 0, pipeline stage = 0
next micro cycle and pipeline stage

combination

selections and register loads
when "01"

combination
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=>

cycle <= '1';
-- root controlled register loads
1_stage1_ld <= '1';
o stage2_ld <= '1';
o stage1 Id <= '1';

root controlled operand selections
non root controlled operand

cycle = 0, pipeline stage = 1
next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '1';
-- root controlled register loads
1 stage1_ld <= '1';
o stage2 Id <= '1';
o stage1 Id <= '1';
g2_stage1 Id <= '0';
a_stage2_ld <= '0';
-- root controlled operand selections



non root controlled operand
selections and register loads

when "10"

combination

selections and register loads

when "11"

combination

selections and register loads

if (g2 stagel='l') then
addO_opa_sel <= '0';
addO opb sel <= '0';
c stage2_1d <= '1';

end if;
a or_b_stage1 Id <= '0';

=> cycle = 0, pipeline stage = 2
-- next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '1';
-- root controlled register loads
1 stage1 Id <= '1';
o_stage2_ld <= '1';
o_stagel_ld <= '1';
d_stage2_1d <= '1';
g2 stage1_1d <= '0';
a_stage2 Id <= '0';
-- root controlled operand selections
mulO_opa_sel <= "10";
mulO_opb_sel <= "10";

non root controlled operand

if (g2 stage1='1') then
addO opa_sel <= '0';
addO opb_sel <= '0';
c_stage2 Id <= '1';

end if;
a_or_b_stagel_ld <= '0';

=> cycle = 0, pipeline stage = 3
-- next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '1';
-- root controlled register loads
1 stage1 Id <= '1';
o_stage2_1d <= '1';
o_stage1 Id <= '1';
d_stage2 Id <= '1';
g2 stagel_1d <= '0';
a_stage2 Id <= '0';
e_ld <= '0';
-- root controlled operand selections
mulO opa sel <= "10";
mulO opb sel <= "10";

non root controlled operand

when '1'

combination

if (g2 stagel='l') then
addO opa_sel <= '0';
addO opb sel <= '0';
c_stage2-1d <= '1';

end if;
a_or_b_stage1 Id <= '0';

when others => null;
end case;

=> case control state is
when "00" => cycle = 1, pipeline stage = 0

next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '0';
control state <= "01";
-- root controlled register loads
g2 stage1_1d <= '1';
a stage2 Id <= '1';
1 stagel Id <= '0';
o stage2 Id <= '0';
o_stage1_1d <= '0';

root controlled operand selections
non root controlled operand

selections and register loads
if (g2 stageO='O') then

mulO opa sel <= "00";
mulO_opb_sel <= "00";

end if;
if (g2_stageO='1') then

mulO opa sel <= "01";
mulO opb sel <= "01";
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when "01"

combination

selections and register loads

when "10"

cOmbination

selections and register loads

when "11"

combination
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end if:
a or_b_stage1 ld <= '1':

=> cycle = 1, pipeline stage = 1
-- next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '0':
control state <= "10":
-- root controlled register loads
g2_stage1_ld <= '1':
a stage2 ld <= '1';
1_stage1_ld <= '0';
o_stage2_ld <= '0':
o stage1_ld <= '0';

root controlled operand selections
non root controlled operand

if (g2_stageO='0') then
mulO_opa_sel <= "00";
mulO opb sel <= "00";

end if:
If (g2 stage1='0') then

muxO sel <= '0': -- muxO output is a
end if;
if (g2 stageO='l') then

mulO opa_sel <= "01";
mulO_opb_sel <= "01":

end if:
if (g2_stage1='1') then

muxO sel <= '1': -- muxO output is c
end if:
a_or_b_stage1_ld <= '1':
c_stage2 ld <= '0':

=> cycle = 1, pipeline stage = 2
-- next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '0':
control state <= "11":
-- root controlled register loads
g2_stage1_ld <= '1';
a_stage2 ld <= '1':
e_ld <= '1':
1 stage1 ld <= '0':
o stage2 ld <= '0':
o_stage1 ld <= '0':
d_stage2_ld <= '0':
-- root controlled operand selections
addO opa_sel <= '1':
addO_opb_sel <= '1':

non root controlled operand

if (g2 stageO='O') then
mulO opa sel <= "00":
mulO opb sel <= "00":

end if:
if (g2 stage1='0') then

muxO_sel <= '0': -- muxO output is a
end if:
If (g2 stageO='l') then

mulO opa sel <= "01":
mulO opb sel <= "01":

end if;
if (g2 stage1='1') then

muxO_sel <= '1': -- muxO output is c
end if:
a_or_b_stage1_ld <= '1':
c_stage2_ld <= '0':

=> cycle = 1, pipeline stage = 3
-- next micro cycle and pipeline stage

cycle <= '0':
-- root controlled register loads
g2_stage1_ld <= '1':
a_stage2 ld <= '1':
e_ld <= '1':
1 stage1 ld <= '0':
o stage2_ld <= '0':
o stage1 ld <= '0':



selections and register loads

when others
end case;

end if;
end process;

end functional;

when others
end case;

=> null;

d_stage2_ld <= '0';
-- root controlled operand selections
addO_opa_sel <= '1';
addO_opb_sel <= '1';

non root controlled operand

if (g2 stageO='O') then
mulO opa_sel <= "00";
mU10_opb_sel <= "00";

end if;
If (g2 stagel='O') then

muxO_sel <= '0'; -- muxO output is a
end if;
If (g2 stageO='l') then

mulO_opa_sel <= "01";
mU10_opb_sel <= "01";

end if;
If (g2 stagel='l') then

muxO_sel <= '1'; -- muxO output is c
end if;
a_or_b_stagel ld <= '1';
c_stage2_ld <= '0';

=> null;
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Appendix G: simulation result experiment 1
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Appendix H: simulation result experiment 2
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Appendix I: simulation result experiment 3
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Appendix J: simulation result experiment 4
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1 Project description

In this chapter the project is described briefly, after which the assignment for the literature search is
outlined as explained in the library instruction session.

1.1 Project assignment

A trend that has been observed, especially over the last two decades, is that the available design time of
computational and signal processing systems has decreased due to an ever growing demand of the
industry.

The general-purpose computer/processor has a too low efficiency for many modem applications. This
is mainly due to the sequential processing of the general-purpose computer/processor. Modem
applications demand complex algorithms which exploit the intrinsic parallelism of those applications.

The decrease in available design time together with the increase of parallelism in today's applications
require reconfigurable systems. These reconfigurable systems bring a new dimension to digital system
development, and have a strong impact on the overall system design.

The project focuses on the analysis of hardware implementation structures for computationally
complex algorithms with high possibilities for parallelism, which is not well suited for the general
purpose computer/processor. The main focus of the project is architectural design, and not
technological improvements. The figure below shows a block diagram of a reconfigurable system that
will serve as a starting point for this project.

Von Neumann reconfigurable part
processor architecture communication

interface
(sequential) (parallel)

Figure I: reconfigurable system

What exactly is made reconfigurable in a system determines the adaptability of the system to different
applications. As a reconfigurable part it is intended to use a fabric (a highly parameterised
architecture), which is suited for video signal processing.

1.2 Literature search assignment

Purpose of the literature search
The purpose of the literature search is to get a better overview of what the current activities in this field
are. By doing this, a better understanding of the direction into which reconfigurable systems are
evolving can be gained, which is helpful in determining the direction of the project.

Information aspects that need to be found
Since the main focus of the project is to analyse possible architectures for reconfigurable systems that
can exploit parallelism in applications, and it is already decided to start with a reconfigurable fabric
suited for video processing applications, the theme for the literature search is:

reconfigurable fabric-based systems for multimedia and signal processing applications

When combining all this, the literature search can be divided into three parts:

1. Overviews of and outlooks on reconfigurable systems
2. Reconfigurable fabric-based systems
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3. Reconfigurable systems for multimedia and signal processing applications

Completeness of the information
The information regarding overviews and outlooks does not need to be exhaustive. A few resources
would suffice.

The information regarding part 2, the reconfigurable fabric-based systems, needs to be more elaborate.
This is because the project will start by working with such a fabric. In order to do so all information
about this subject will be helpful.

Information about reconfigurable systems for multimedia and signal processing applications does not
have to cover a wide variety of applications, but the applications that are covered need to have a
relatively high degree of detail about the algorithm and the architecture used, so that it might serve as a
test case for an application implemented on the fabric.

The period in which the search should be conducted
Since the reconfigurable fabric-based systems are relatively new, the main focus of the literature search
should be the last 5 to 6 years. This however does not mean that so called base documents that are older
should be excluded.

How important is it to find recent literature
It is important, especially for the fabric-based system part, to have recent literature. This is because it is
a recent development, which is still evolving.

Region/area that should be searched
There is no preference to concentrate the search on a specific country or region. There is however
someone who's name will be included in the search terms, namely C. Wolinski from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory and IRISAlIFSIC. This is because a preliminary paper that is available within the
project, concerning a reconfigurable fabric generator, is written by him.

Form of publications that should be looked for
For this item there is also no clear preference. Of course books on this subject would be very welcome,
but since fabric-based systems are relatively new, it is not expected that books on this subject are
plentiful if at all available. The main information source will probably be conference and journal
articles, and possibly grey literature (reports and dissertations).

Type of literature that should be sought
When looking at the information aspects that need to be found, part I indicates that global overview
literature is needed.

For part 2 and 3 more specialised literature is needed. The most informative type of literature for these
two parts, is literature that explains/demonstrates architectures and/or algorithms. This type of literature
typically provides some sort of model or architecture that is benchrnarked against common practice
models/architectures, so indirectly it often shows an application example.
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2 Conceptual table of contents for the final report

In this chapter an overview of the conceptual table of contents for the final report is given.

The title and subtitle wil1 be:

Reconfigurable systems
Reconfigurable fabric-based systems for multimedia and signal processing applications

The conceptual table of contents for the fmal report is:

Contents
List of figures
List of tables
I Introduction

1.1 Reconfigurable systems
1.2 Fabric-based systems
1.3 Problem description and the aim of the master thesis

2 Experimental setup
2.1 Xtreme DSP kit
2.2 Xilinx Virtex II
2.3 MicroBlaze softprocessor
2.4 Communication between MicroBlaze and the reconfigurable template

3 Experimental analyses of reconfigurable architectures
3.1 The analysed architectures
3.2 Experimental results

4 Conclusions and recommendations
References
Appendices
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3 Search terms for the literature search

This chapter provides an overview of the search terms used. Several combinations of the search terms
are used to form expressions, which are applied to the sources to search for information. Combining
search terms is done only when a single search term, or a combination of search terms, returned an
unpractical amount of results. The results ordered by source are described in the following chapter.

Since the Vubissmart catalogue is capable of performing better searches when provided with Dutch
keywords, the search terms are also listed in Dutch were possible.

English terms
(re)configurable
(re)programmable
fabric
multimedia
signal processing
Wolinski C (Cristophe)
coprocessor
overview
trends

Dutch terms
(re)configureerbaar / (her)configureerbaar
(her)programmeerbaar

multimedia
signaalverwerking
Wolinski C (Cristophe)
coprocessor
overzicht
trends

Table 1: search terms
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4 Consulted literature resources and selection

In this chapter the consulted literature resources, based upon the search terms from chapter 3, and the
number of selections are described.

The table below provides a chronological overview of the consulted resources, expressions used for
searching, search period and medium per resource and the selections. The results of the searches are
expressed in three numbers; hits, initial and final. The number in the "hits" column indicates the
number of documents that fit the expression. The number in this column can contain redundancy
between different resources and even between expressions used on the same resource. The next two
columns do not contain any redundancy.

The way of working is as follows. First a bibliography is used (INSPEC) to get a general overview of
articles, and after that the full text database is used (lEL) to read the actual article.

Source Expression Hits Initial Final
INSPEC «reconfigurable or reprogrammable) near (fabric» in subject 11 3 3

«reconfigurable or reprogrammable) near (coprocessor»in title 54 8 5
(reconfigurable) near (signal processing) near (multimedia) in subject 2 I 0
(reconfigurable) and (multimedia) in title 31 5 3

Per.: 1996/1-2004/1/31 Wolinski ---e in author 15 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) near (overview or trends» in title 7 2 I
IEEE/IEE Electronic «reconfigurable <or> reprogrammable) <near/5> (fabric» 36 3 I
Library (IEL) «reconfigurable <or> reprogrammabJe) <near/5> (coprocessor» 45 I 0

(reconfigurable) <near/5> (signal processing) <near/5> (multimedia) 5 2 0
(reconfigurable) <and> (multimedia) 186 4 0

Per.: 1996/01-2004/01 Wolinski C II 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) <near/8> (overview <or> trends» 17 I 0
Compendex «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) W/5 (fabric» 8 2 I

«reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) W/5 (coprocessor» 29 0 0
(reconfigurable) W/8 (signal processing) W/8 (multimedia) 1 0 0
(reconfigurable) AND (multimedia) 90 I I

Per: 1996/01-2004/0 I Wolinski 58 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) W/8 (overview OR trends» II 0 0
Web of Science TS=«reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (fabric» 17 0 0
(SCI-EXPANDED) TS=«reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (coprocessor» 26 2 0

T.S'=«reconfigurable) AND (signal processing) AND (multimedia» 10 I I
T/=«reconfigurable) AND (multimedia» 7 0 0

Per.: 1996/01- AU=(Wolinski C) 6 0 0
2004/02/14 TS=«reconfigurable) AND (overview OR trends» 40 I 0

Medium: online Citation method (see chapter 7) 3
Online Contents «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) NEAR (fabric» 2 0 0
(PICA) «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) NEAR (coprocessor» 9 0 0

«reconfigurable) NEAR (signal processing) NEAR (multimedia» 4 2 0
Per.: 1992/09- «reconfigurable AND (multimedia» 26 I I

2004/02/19 (Wolinski, C) 4 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) NEAR (overview OR trend» I 0 0
PASCAL «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) NEAR (fabric» 14 I I

«reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) NEAR (coprocessor» 29 0 0
«reconfigurable) NEAR (signal processing) NEAR (multimedia» 18 0 0
«reconfigurable) AND (multimedia» 54 0 0

Per.: until 2004/02/19 (Wolinski, C) 4 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) NEAR (overview OR trend» 26 0 0
NTIS «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (fabric» I 0 0

«reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (coprocessor» I 0 0
«reconfigurable) AND (signal processing) AND (multimedia» I I 0
«reconfigurable AND (multimedia» 4 0 0

Per.: 1990/01-2004/02 Wolinski 0 0 0
Medium: online «reconfigurable) AND (overview OR trend» 5 0 0
Esp@cenet «reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (fabric» 0 0 0

«reconfigurable OR reprogrammabie) AND (coprocessor» 0 0 0
«reconfigurable) AND (signal processing) AND (multimedia» 0 0 0

Per.: until 2004/02 «reconfigurable AND (multimedia» 0 0 0
Medium: online Wolinski 9 0 0

Table 2: consulted literature resources and selection (continued on next page)
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Source
PASS (Patent Alert
and Search Service)

Per.: 1991/01-2004/02
Medium: online

VUBIS

Per.: until 2004/02
Medium: online

Expression
((reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (fabric))
((reconfigurable OR reprogrammable) AND (coprocessor))
((reconfigurable) AND (signal processing) AND (multimedia»
((reconfigurable AND (multimedia))
Wolinski
((reconfigurable or reprogrammable) and (fabric))
((reconfigurable or reprogrammable) and (coprocessor))
((reconfigurable) and (signal processing) and (multimedia))
((reconfigurable and (multimedia))
Wolinski
((reconfigurable) and (overview or trend))

Hits
20
II
o
14
o
18
18
o
o
o
34

Initial
2
4
o
3
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Final
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Table 2: consulted literature resources and selection (continued from previous page)

There are three remarks regarding table 2:

1. The Science Citation Index is not mentioned here as a resource. The Science Citation
Index is actually using the same resource as the Web ofScience, which is listed in table 2.
The Science Citation Index is used to implement the citation method as described in
chapter 7. The Web of Science/Science Citation Index resource is thus used two times.
Firstly to search with expressions, and secondly for exploring citation relationships.

2. From previous experiences with searching for patents it seemed that the number of hits in
Esp@cenet is surprisingly low. Because of this another tool for searching patents is used
as well. PASS (Patent Alert and Search Service) is a tool that is available within Philips
research laboratories. This tool provided a larger number of hits given the same search
expressions as used in Esp@cenet.

3. Searching for literature in VUBIS was also done by using the Dutch equivalent search
terms (in Dutch called "trefwoord"), but this produced the same list of items as their
English counterparts. Therefore the Dutch search terms are not presented in table 2.
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5 Criteria for selecting literature

An overview of the selection criteria for the final references as given in chapter 10, is given in this
section.

The selection process was conducted in two steps. The first step was to inspect the title and the abstract
of the documents found. If these items were satisfactory, then the entire document was retrieved, after
which the entire document was evaluated as a second step.

In some cases there was no abstract available, or the abstract gave no clear idea of what to expect from
the document. In these cases the two selection steps were conducted simultaneously, based on the
entire document.

The selection criteria used are:

At least one of the next three criteria should be met:

I. It should be about fabric-based systems that are reconfigurable. Instead of the word
reconfigurable one can also use the term (highly) parameterised.

2. It should be about systems for multimedia and signal processing, that are reconfigurable.
Reconfigurable in these systems refers to the architecture of the system and thus the
application, or range of applications it can be used for, and not the user interface.

3. It should provide an overview of reconfigurable systems for multimedia and signal
processing or give an outlook on the future of these systems.

The following items should not be the main focus of the documents:

4. Technology related issues. The main focus of the project is architectures, and not
architectures/models that are dependent of specific semiconductor technologies. For
example power consumption models and area estimation models are often based on
technology related issues.

5. Fabric-based systems in telecom. The fabrics mentioned in these documents are mostly
concerned with optical fabrics, and refer to a concrete realised chip.

6. Reconfigurability achieved by reconfiguration in an operating system or kernel. This type
ofreconfigurability assumes that the same processor is used for different tasks, and thus it
does not benefit from reconfiguring the processorlhardware structure to fit the specific
task.

7. Reconfigurable structures within a normal processor that result in reconfigurable
instruction sets. This usually results in papers about compiling techniques.

The following factors were also taken into account:

8. Language. Documentation written in English, Dutch or German is preferred above
literature written in other languages. This is because documents written in other languages
need to be translated before its contents can be evaluated. Some documentation that was
found was in Japanese, but translating it with online translation services revealed that the
document was not interesting for this project.

13



9. Availability. Documentation that is available online, or in the library holdings, is
preferred. This is due to the short period available between the start of the literature
search, and the actual start of the project.
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6 The snowball method

This chapter shows the result of the snowbal1 method, which was used for finding references and
getting an overview of what documents relate to each other. See figure 2 for the snowball diagram.

Reference [26] is used as a seed for the snowball method. This reference was not found by the search as
described in chapter 4. It is a draft proposal for a paper to be published this year.

The reasons for choosing this document are:

• It will be the starting point for our project. The first architecture that will be studied is the
fabric as described by this document.

• The document is very recent (still to be published).
• The author has been involved with this fabric from the onset.

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

• Not found previously (chapter 4).

Figure 2: snowball diagram
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A remark needs to be made regarding figure 2. In figure 2 there is a relation between reference [24] and
[5], which are from 2002 and 2003 respectably.

At first it seems strange to have a reference to a later published document, but if one looks at the
complete author list of both documents, one can conclude that they are the same, and thus they could
know that a certain paper would appear in an upcoming conference.
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7 The citation method

This section shows the results of the citation method. The source used for the citation method is the
online Science Citation Index (12th of March 2004), using the SCI-EXPANDED database.

Several documents are used as a seed for the citation method. First the references [24] and [25] were
used. These documents were selected because they are written by the same author as reference [26],
which is very important to this project. Since both papers are relatively new, no interesting citations to
these documents were found.

The next document that was tried as a seed is reference [9]. This paper however could not be found by
the Science Citation Index. A paper that could be found by the Science Citation Index by the same
authors on the same subject, called "The Garp architecture and C compiler" did not result in any
interesting citations.

The last document that was tried as a seed for the citation method is reference [21]. This reference is
chosen for the same reason as reference [9], and that is because it is used as a reference in very
important documents ([5], [24], [25] and [26]).

Figure 3 shows the result of the citation method with [21] acting as a seed.

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

• Not found previously (chapler4 and chapter 6).

Figure 3: citation diagram
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8 Relation between references and conceptual table of
contents

This chapter indicates the relation between parts of the conceptual table of contents for the final report
(see chapter 2), and the literature as listed in this report (see chapter 10).

Chapter/paragraph Reference
1.1 Reconfigurable systems 12, 9 11,20 14 1,18 3,4, 1,3,4,8,9,11,12,14,

21 8,19 18, 19,20,21
1.2 Fabric-based systems 24 5,25 26* 5,24,25,26*
1.3 Problem description and the 9 3 3,9
aim of the master thesis
2.4 Communication between 21 24 5,25 26* 5,21,24,25,26*
MicroBlaze and the
reconfigurable template
3.1 The analysed architectures 12, 9,22 11,15 6 7, 1,13 19, 2,5, 26* 1,2,5,6,7,9, 10, 11,

21, 14, 24 10, 12,13,14,15,16,17,
23 16, 25 19,21,22,23,24,25,

17 26*
Year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Table 3: relation between conceptual table of contents and the references (* assumed to be published)
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9 Conclusions and recommendations

The purpose of this literature search was to gain information about fabric-based systems, and the use of
such systems in multimedia and signal processing applications. At the start of this literature search one
document was present within this project, reference [26].

Important documentation regarding this subject was found: [5], [24] and [25], and documents that are
strongly related [9] and [21].

Documentation about multimedia and signal processing applications was also found: [10], [II], [13]
and [14].

Documentation that provides overviews/outlooks on the subject was also found: [3], [4], [8] and [18].

Besides this some documents describing projects heading in the same direction as fabric-based systems
were also found. Examples of this are: [2], [6], [7], [15], [16] and [17].

The authors of the most important documents ([5], [24], [25] and [26]) for the project are:

• Christophe Wolinski, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA. IRISA,
IFSIC France

• Maya Gokhale, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA

• Kevin McCabe, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA

Following are some recommendations for further literature searches on this subject:

• Verify if [24], [25] and [26] are cited. This will probably happen because at the moment
there are several projects on the same topic being conducted world wide.

• Documentation on reconfigurability in a system obtained by reconfigurable function units
imbedded into a standard processor, and processors with reconfigurable instruction sets, is
very limited in this literature search. If this becomes increasingly important, look for
information on projects like: Chimaera, Xtensa, CRISP

• See if new documentation becomes available written by C. Wolinski, M. Gokhale or K.
McCabe, since the development of fabric-based systems is continuing.

• A source that frequently covers related topics is: Proceedings of the International
Conference on Field-Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL), published by
Springer-Verlag as part oftheir Lectures Notes on Computer Science (LNCS).

• Another good source for papers on this topic is, as can be seen in chapter 10; Proceedings
of the Annual IEEE Symposium on FPGAs for Custom Computing Machines, published
by IEEE.

• Information that can develop a feeling for the topic addressed in this literature search can
be found in the lecture notes of the REASON Summer School on FPGA-based and Re
configurable Systems, organised on 11-15 August 2003, by the department of electrical
engineering of the university of Ljubljana, Slovenia.

• Another source of information to develop a feeling for the topic described in this literature
search can be found online. It consists of the lecture notes of a seminar on reconfigurable
computing held in 1998 at the Carnegie Mellon University. http://www
2.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15 828-s98/lectures
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